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ABSTRACT
Latin American cities are challenged by the effects of population growth and insufficient
infrastructure. As a consequent, Informal Car Share (ICS) is increasingly filling the gap
as a transportation choice for underserved populations. ICS is the use of private vehicles
to provide transportation for a fare that is neither taxed nor regulated by any type of
government. Although this practice contributes significantly to development and
economic growth, it is often stigmatized as unreliable and inconsistent, and little is
known about it. This research expands existing definitions of ICS, using cases from
Quito, Ecuador, a mountain city located in the Andes region in South America. It does so
by analyzing Quito’s ICS perceived effectiveness and performance from its users and
drivers, the disruptions this system faces in the communities in which it operates, and its
resiliency to bounce back from those disruptions. Findings suggested that despite its
informality, ICS works with fixed stops, schedules, routes and fares. This is similar to
formal systems operated by the government. Users and drivers described ICS as reliable
and consistent, and they all reported a positive experience with the service. Findings also
suggested that Quito’s ICS is disrupted by six natural and political disruptions that delay
the ICS service for 10 to 40 minutes. However, ICS proved to be adaptable and able to
circumvent disruptions to ensure passengers connectivity to the city. Lastly, findings
suggested that ICS users and drivers developed eight adaptation strategies to circumvent
disruptions. Those strategies have created a system that aligns with features of resilient
urban systems from UN-Habitat. Expanding the current understanding of how ICS
operates, as well as its resilience capacity, is the first step to understanding better the
value these self-organized systems provide to cities.
Keywords: Informal Transportation, Informal Car Sharing, Resilient Transportation
Systems, Self-organized Systems, Latin American cities, Spatial Fix, Quito,
Ecuador

INFORMAL TRANSPORT SYSTEM (ICS) CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS
QUITO’S URBAN RESILIENCE
Vanessa Guerra
GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT
The population in Latin America’s cities is increasing and cities have been unable to keep
up with the infrastructure demands that growth has created. As a consequent, Informal
Car Share (ICS) are self-organized systems that arose as a solution to fill the gap in the
peripheral areas that government provided transportation have not addressed. ICS is the
use of private vehicles to provide transportation for a fare that is neither taxed nor
regulated by any type of government. Although this practice contributes significantly to
development and economic growth, it is often stigmatized as unreliable, inconsistent, and
little is known about it. This research explores existing definitions of ICS, using cases
from Quito, Ecuador, a mountain city located in the Andes region in South America
It does so by analyzing Quito’s ICS perceived effectiveness and performance from its
users and drivers, the disruptions this system faces in the communities it operates, and its
ability to adapt to those disruptions. Findings suggested that despite its informality, users
and drivers described ICS as reliable and consistent, and they all reported a positive
experience with the service. Findings also suggested that Quito’s ICS is disrupted by six
natural and political disruptions that delay the ICS service for 10 to 40 minutes. However,
ICS proved to be adaptable and able to overcome disruptions to ensure passenger
connectivity to the city. Findings suggest that ICS developed eight adaptation strategies
that align well with UN-Habitat (2018) characteristics of resilient urban systems.
Expanding the understanding of how ICS operates is the first step to understanding the
value ICS provide to cities and their urban resilience.
Keywords: Informal Transportation, Informal Car Sharing, Resilient Transportation
Systems, Self-organized Systems, Latin American cities, Spatial Fix, Quito,
Ecuador
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Latin America and the Caribbean region are challenged by the effects of rapid
population growth, persistent inequality, and environmental degradation. With a
population of 588 million people and with the majority of that population living in cities,
it is one of the most urbanized regions in the world (IDB, 2019; Reyer et al., 2017).
Additionally, with its 64,000 kilometers of coastline (Reyer et al., 2017) extending across
different latitudes, the region is also one of the most diverse in the world (Familiar,
2014).
Latin America and the Caribbean include five different sub-regions: coastal areas,
the Andes, the Amazon rainforest, the dry areas, and the Southern Cone (World Bank,
2014). The geography and climate zones vary significantly across the different latitudes,
and therefore, the circumstances, challenges, and the environmental and social impacts
that cities in these subregions face vary greatly. However, despite their geographic
diversity, there are many similarities in the issues and challenges among regions (Vergara
et al., 2013). The sections below focus on those similar circumstances and dimensions
that influence cities located in Latin America’s Andean region.
Cities located in the highlands and Andean region are characterized by growing
peripheral settlements populated by vulnerable and disadvantaged people who are often
disconnected from city services. Residents of these communities live in areas with high
slopes, have limited accessibility to the city center, must travel long distances to maintain
jobs and to access urban amenities, and are located in geographical and environmentally
deteriorating areas (Familiar, 2014; Reyer et al., 2017). As a consequence, developing
new infrastructure in these communities is challenging due to the geographical
constraints of the mountainous region populated by the poorest people in the city, and
expensive because the demand for services continually exceeds supply.
The issue of supply and demand is further exacerbated by a political
unwillingness to assist these disadvantaged groups (Guerra et al., 2017). One way to
explain the lack of attention to development in these areas is a phenomenon called spatial
fix (Harvey, 1972). Spatial fix refers to the existing interrelation of spatial processes with
economic, social, and political dynamics (Harvey, 1972). This phenomenon implies that
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since built environments are always in a process of constant transformation, they are also
persistently a part of a process of capital accumulation in which the power to finance
comprises the foundation of how spaces in the built environment evolve (Harvey, 2001,
2007, 2010a). New construction and development of urban spaces occurs in wealthier
areas of cities in which capital circulates and attracts more capital, but not necessarily in
places with a high need for new projects (Harvey, 2010b). In the Latin American context,
this issue is aggravated because cities’ purchasing power and decision making are
concentrated in a small group of people (Kingstone, 2018).
These circumstances have created an inequitable distribution of resources in
cities’ peripheral areas (DESA, 2001 & World Bank, 2014), and several communities in
these zones do not have access to basic services, including housing and transportation
networks (Samaniego, 2014). To fill these infrastructure gaps, informal urban solutions
have emerged in this peripheral communities. Informal urban solutions refers to
communities’ self-organized networks such as informal housing, informal transport
systems and informal public spaces, among others (Dovey, 2012). What makes these
solutions informal is the lack of regulation from the government to allow them to operate.
Generally, the only regulation by the government is outlawing these types of informal
systems (Perry, 2007). However, how these informal systems emerge and function as
unregulated systems is not well understood. The existence of these informal systems has
created a notorious dichotomy between formal (regulated by the government) and
informal (unregulated by the government) urban systems characteristics and functioning
in the region (Dovey, 2012; Guerra et al., 2017).
These contextual conditions aggravate regional challenges, including poverty and
inequality (Reyer et al., 2017), segregation of the most disadvantaged groups in society
(Samaniego, 2014), and increased vulnerability to the effects of political disruptions and
climate change (Hardoy & Pandiella, 2009). In addition, as cities within the region
continue to experience high in-migration from rural areas (Reyer et al., 2017), the issues
of poverty, inequality, segregation and vulnerability are expected to become more
aggravated. As a consequence, the quality of life in these cities continues to decline,
especially for the most isolated and vulnerable groups of society living in the periphery of
city centers (Hardoy & Pandiella, 2009).
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To overcome these challenges, the promotion of urban resilience is a regional
priority. Although the contextual conditions described are severe for the entire region,
recognizing that cities have the potential to reverse these trends is encouraging.
Furthermore, cities in Latin America and the Caribbean region have demonstrated an
impressive capacity to address other development trends in the past (Familiar, 2014).
Despite its historically entrenched vulnerabilities, Latin America and the
Caribbean have proven to be a region with tremendous capacity for progress. In the
socio-economic context, despite its broad trajectory of inequality and the economic
slowdown since 2003 (Kingstone, 2018), Latin America and the Caribbean have
managed to reduce extreme poverty by half. Since 2011, for the first time in history, the
region had more people living in the middle class than in poverty (Familiar, 2014).
Related to the environment, Latin America and the Caribbean have the most preserved
forests and the largest freshwater reserve in the world. The Amazon is the largest carbon
sink on the planet, and historically, this region has had the cleanest energy matrix
compared to any other region globally (Familiar, 2014).
These statistics demonstrate the commitment and capacity for progress that
characterize the region can occur in efforts to promote urban resilience as well. Urban
resilience refers to a city’s capacity to adapt to the different challenges or disruptions it
may face (Meerow et al., 2016). According to UN HABITAT (2018), the first step
towards a resilient city is a holistic understanding of the features and dimensions of its
multiple interconnected systems. Unfortunately, cities in the region continue to operate
without fully knowing how their systems function, in part, because those functioning in
the periphery, often do so informally without oversight from the government.
For example, Informal Car Share (ICS) is a type of transportation network that is
not well-understood. ICS is a self-organized system that consists of privately owned
vehicles whose drivers provide transportation for a fare that is neither taxed nor regulated
by any government (Cervero, 2000). Governments generally prohibit ICS operations due
to safety concerns, so ICS operations occur unregulated by the government. Communities
served by ICS are usually peripheral, isolated, segregated, and do not have access to
public transportation networks. ICS operates without cities or governments fully
understanding their characteristics, how they function, or the value they add to urban
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resilience. Existing definitions focus on the legitimacy of ICS. Legitimacy refers to how
ICS differs from government regulated transportation systems. For example, prior ICS
studies characterize ICS traffic counts, average speeds of ICS drivers, ICS’s contribution
to traffic congestion, air and noise pollution, the type of vehicles employed, its lack of
governmental regulations, internal organization, and technology (Ardila-Gomez, 2012;
Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000).
The research presented in this dissertation expands existing characterizations of
ICS by focusing on perceptions of the reliability of this service among those using them
in their communities. This inquiry explored how ICS is perceived by its users and drivers.
It also examined ICS’s ability to perform during, and bounce back from, disruptions of
various sorts. To do this, I used the City of Quito, Ecuador, as an analytic case. Quito is
similar to many developing cities within the Andean region of South America and other
mountain cities. In these cities, ICS operates without government officials fully
understanding its features and dimensions, even as it continues to grow and despite
confronting natural and political disruptions. Expanding existing definitions and
understanding how Quito’s ICS functions will contribute to understanding how selforganized systems behave, the value they add to cities, and how they contribute to urban
resilience.
To explore the benefits ICS provides to a city, I used Jeon’s (2007) and UN
Habitat’s (2018) standard indicators of transportation and resilience analysis. The use of
these indicators and definitions help ground the research in existing literature by
providing a baseline for my analysis. However, findings in this study found such
analytical frame limiting because they are meant to evaluate formal systems. The findings
from this research help extended these indicators and definitions and to identify what
other relevant dimensions, outside my chosen analytical frame, provide additional
theoretical questions and notions to extend current methods to evaluate transportation
systems.
Outline of Chapters
The following sections include four chapters. The first three are a compilation of
three independent articles that are followed by a concluding chapter that summarizes and
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explains the larger contributions of this research. The three independent articles support
each other by expanding existing definitions of ICS within Quito, Ecuador and beyond.
These chapters characterize ICS in terms of its perceived effectiveness and performance
from the perspective of a sample of users and drivers, explored what disruptions the
system faces, and its resilience to bounce back from disruptions. Each of the articles
includes its own abstract, introduction, background, methodology, results, discussion, and
conclusion. The conclusion chapter combines the findings from the three previous
chapters presented. It provides some lessons learned from my articles exploring Quito’s
ICS and the potential application of this research to other Latin American cities.
Chapter 2 explores existing definitions of ICS and makes the case for exploring
Quito’s ICS. Existing definitions focus on its effectiveness and performance using
standard indicators of reliability and consistency (Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero,
2000). These indicators focus on car counts, ICS’s lack of continuity, lack of regulations
from the government, internal organization and technology, type of vehicles used, its
average traffic speeds, contribution to traffic congestion, and air and noise pollution
(Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000). Existing definitions have
characterized ICS as unreliable and inconsistent (Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000;
Perry, 2007). I explore the perceived effectiveness and performance of ICS from the
users' and drivers’ point of view. By including the perspectives of users and drivers, I
focus on the attributes that are central to ICS stakeholders (Forkenbrock & Sheeley,
2004; Imam, 2014). The results suggest ICS functions with fixed stops, schedules, routes,
and fares. Unlike existing literature regarding ICS, this article argues that although ICS
faces natural and political disruptions, it is reliable and consistent and provides benefits to
both users and drivers. In addition, this article argues the importance of considering
notions of lack of transportation equity and spatial justice in the evaluation and regulation
of informal programs that serve communities that otherwise would remain isolated. It
also argues ICS should be regulated for its own sake, not only on the grounds of
transportation effectiveness and performance, but also on the grounds of its contextual
conditions, and without the tendency of transportation uniformity across all the city.
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Chapter 3 explores the natural and political disruptions ICS faces in Quito,
Ecuador, and what this means for users and drivers. Quito’s ICS is often disrupted by
floods, pico y placa, (a driving restriction in Quito and in other Latin American cities that
aims to mitigate traffic congestion during peak hours), police inspections, confrontations
among drivers and users, car accidents, and roads blocked by fallen trees. Yet, ICS
appears resilient – able to adapt quickly to these disruptions and continue to function to
meet user needs. Users and drivers described learning to maneuver around all of these
disruptions, except for police inspections. Police inspections prevent the system from
functioning for hours or days. Although other than police disruptions lead to delays and
minor changes in the availability and frequency of ICS, these do not prevent users from
reaching their final destinations. Existing definitions of ICS are insufficient to describe
the types of disruptions ICS systems experience in the communities they serve and how
such systems behave during service disruptions. Unlike existing literature about ICS, the
research presented in this chapter finds that ICS is resilient to natural and political
disruptions. In addition, this article argues the importance of considering notions of
resilience and not just indicators of effectiveness and performance when evaluating
transportation and regulation policy interventions. This article also suggests ICS should
be regulated in its contextual conditions. It should be regularized not only on the grounds
of transportation performance and coverage, but also on the grounds of its community
self-generative capacity.
Chapter 4 explores the adaptation strategies the Quito system employs to
overcome natural and political disruptions and their alignment with the UN-HABITAT’s
definition of resilient systems. Findings suggests that ICS adopts eight different strategies
to circumvent natural and political disruptions. Strategies reported by ICS users and
drivers included a strong communication network by cell-phone and texting applications
and, as a result, the ability to adapt schedules and pickup/drop-off locations quickly. The
ability to make changes when needed and to communicate those changes quickly across
drivers and users reinforces a sense of ownership and responsibility to the ICS system
among its principal stakeholders. In addition, to these shared strategies, ICS' drivers
report capacity to increase or decrease the number of cars available quickly, the ability to
reroute and share rerouting information with others expeditiously, and an internal
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governance structure among drivers. Findings also show that Quito ICS' adaptation
strategies are well aligned with UN-Habitat (2018)'s features of resilient systems. In
addition, this research uncovers innovative adaptability strategies that are key to ICS
resilience capacity, but that are not recognized in current analytical frameworks for
resilient transportation systems. This article argues the importance of analyzing the role
communities’ collaborative culture and drivers’ altruism have at promoting urban
resilience in transportation systems.
Chapter 5 combines the findings of the three articles presented in this dissertation
and highlights the value ICS systems add to cities’ urban resilience. That chapter also
argues for integrating ICS into cities’ existing transportation networks and changing
public policy to destigmatize this informal system. I provide recommendations to apply
the lessons learned from this study in Quito, Ecuador to similar cities within the Latin
American Andean region.
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CHAPTER 2: INFORMAL CAR SHARING REVISITED: THE LATIN
AMERICAN CONTEXT
ABSTRACT
As Latin American cities deal with the effects of population growth and
insufficient infrastructure, informal car share (ICS) is increasingly filling the gap as a
transportation choice for underserved populations. ICS is the use of private vehicles to
provide transportation for a fare. Although this practice contributes significantly to
development and economic growth, it is often stigmatized as unreliable, inconsistent,
chaotic, and little is known about how such systems function. This research characterizes
the perceived reliability and consistency of ICS from the perspectives of users and drivers
in two in peripheral communities of Quito, Ecuador. I selected the city of Quito, Ecuador
for this analytical case study because of its similarity with many other developing cities
within the Andean region of Latin America. In particular, I chose two peripheral
communities to represent underserved populations of the city and conducted 22 semistructured interviews with ICS users and drivers. I coded the responses to those
interviews by themes. The results indicate Quito’s ICS is reliable, consistent, and
provides a positive experience to its users and drivers. It operates similarly to more
formal transportation systems with fixed stops, schedules, routes, and fares. Users
reported the system was the most functional transportation mode to connect them to the
city. A better understanding of how ICS functions in these peripheral communities that
are otherwise underserved by public transportation, may help change the stigma attached
to such transportation systems, prompt a revisiting of local laws, and result in new
approaches to manage transportation systems, formal and informal, to serve all citizens
more effectively and equitably.
Keywords: Informal Transportation, Informal Car Sharing, Self-organized Systems, Latin
American cities, Spatial Fix, Quito, Ecuador
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INTRODUCTION
Population growth in urban areas within Latin America has increased
exponentially during the last decade (Coronado, 2018). Currently, eight of ten people in
Latin America live in a city (Koo & Oh, 2019). About three of ten individuals live in
poverty (Coronado, 2018), and about two of ten live in shanty towns (Harris & Halebsky,
2018). Shanty towns are unregulated settlements that are typically located in areas
located at the periphery of the city center. Current transportation systems do serve these
regions of the city poorly (Blanco, L. et al. 2018), creating underserved and vulnerable
communities. Lack of access to formal transportation is a problem for people in these
shanty towns because jobs, education, and healthcare, among other services, are located
predominately in the city center. Informal car share (ICS) is a self-organized mechanism
that provides transportation from these communities to the city’s formal transport stops,
but how these emergent systems that are unregulated by the government function is not
well understood.
Informal car share (ICS) is increasingly filling the gap in transportation for
underserved populations at cities’ peripheries. Although this practice contributes
significantly to development and economic growth, it is often stigmatized as unreliable,
inconsistent, and chaotic (Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007), and little is
known about how such systems actually function.
Existing definitions are insufficient to describe this self-organized system
(Aworemi et al., 2008; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000; Raynor, 2014). Previous
definitions focus on ICS effectiveness and performance using standardized indicators of
reliability and consistency and these differ from the formal sector (Cervero & Golub,
2007; Cervero, 2000). Prior descriptions of ICS focus on traffic counts, lack of
continuity, lack of regulations, internal organization and technology, type of vehicles,
average traffic speeds, contribution to traffic congestion, and air and noise pollution
(Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000). These characterizations
have generally focused on negative effects and outcomes related to ICS (Cervero &
Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000; Golub et al., 2009; Raynor, 2014; World Bank, 2002) and
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have characterized ICS as unreliable and inconsistent (Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero,
2000; Perry, 2007).
The research presented here examines ICS from another perspective (Cervero,
2000; Raynor, 2014), by exploring the perceived effectiveness and performance of ICS
from the users' and drivers' point of view. By including the perspectives of users and
drivers, I focus on the attributes that are most important to ICS stakeholders
(Forkenbrock & Sheeley, 2004; Imam, 2014).
I use the City of Quito, Ecuador, as an analytic case to describe how ICS
functions to offer insights into the perceived benefits of this system according to its users
and drivers. Quito is similar to many developing cities within the Andean region of South
America, with marginalized groups of people living in peripheral settlements outside of
the city. These areas are populated by disadvantaged people, who must travel long
distances to work, and to shop, as well as to obtain a variety of other services. In Quito,
and cities throughout the Andean region of South America, developing new infrastructure
is expensive because the demand for such services continually exceeds supply. The
demand for transportation is further exacerbated by the geographical constraints of
Quito's mountainous region populated by the poorest people in the city and political
unwillingness to assist these disadvantaged groups (Guerra et al., 2017).
I explore ICS in Quito in terms of the system’s perceived effectiveness (reliability
to reach the final destination) and performance (consistency of schedules, routes, and
fares) (Jeon, 2007) from the users' and drivers' point of view. I focus on two of Quito’s
peripheral communities, called Mirador and Comuna Alta. I conducted semi-structured
interviews with users and drivers serving those communities and took field notes of my
observations. I used data from my field note observations to amplify and corroborate
specific points that interviewees shared.
The following section provides additional reasons for the significance of this
transportation problem, why I used this approach to explore ICS, and on how this
research fills a gap in the current literature regarding informal transportation.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Poverty in peripheral informal settlements is directly related to the absence of
transport systems (Aworemi et al., 2008; Lucas et al., 2016). Public transportation
significantly contributes to poverty reduction by providing connectivity to basic services
and livelihoods (Booth et al., 2000; Cervero & Golub, 2007). The lack of public
transportation in a city can not only create poverty by establishing physical barriers to
access services, but also contributes to the creation of social barriers such as further
segregation, limit participation in labor and product markets, inhibit residents’ capacity to
accumulate private and social assets, and diminish social participation (Febrina, 2009;
Lucas et al., 2016; Luthra, 2006).
A lack of public transport creates an inequitable distribution of resources and
unequal infrastructure provision in cities (Baek, 2016; Currie & Delbosc, 2010; Lucas et
al., 2016; Moreno-Monroy et al., 2018; Vasconcellos, 2014). According to Soja (2013),
these unequal spatial relations prevent cities from achieving spatial justice. Spatial justice
is the equitable distribution of socially valued resources and opportunities in cities (Soja,
2009 & Soja, 2013). According to Pirie and Soja (1983 & 2013), since the spaces we live
in determine the opportunities we can access, achieving spatial justice is essential to
assuring an adequate quality of life in cities. However, despite its importance, Quito, like
many other cities, falls short in achieving this condition throughout the city. To illustrate
this condition, Figure 1 shows daily trips to Quito city center during peak hours on
workdays (MDMQ, 2009), where the jobs are concentrated. Figure 2 shows the
disadvantage Quito’s peripheral communities experience in terms of unsatisfied basic
needs and income. As illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2, the communities that have less
access to the city center (where jobs and services are concentrated) are in most
disadvantage.
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FIGURE 1: Daily trips to Quito city center during peak hours on workdays (MDMQ,
2009)

FIGURE 2: Poorest groups in Quito (Carrion & Vasconez, 2003)
One way to explain the lack of spatial justice and attention to the development of
the most vulnerable and disadvantaged areas is with a phenomenon called spatial fix
(Harvey, 1972, 2001a). Spatial fix refers to the existing interrelation of spatial processes
with economic, social, and political dynamics (Harvey, 1972, 2018). This phenomenon
implies that since built environments are always a process of constant transformation,
they constantly are a process of capital accumulation where the power to finance
development projects represent the foundation of how spaces in the built environment
evolve (Harvey, 2001b, 2007, 2010a). This fact implies that new construction and
development of urban spaces will occur in wealthier places in cities where capital
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circulates and attract more capital, but not necessarily in places with a higher need for
new projects but more poor residents (Harvey, 2010b, 2018).
The City of Quito is an illustration of spatial-fix. It is one of many cities that is
shaping its built environment around capital accumulation patterns. The city is investing
most of its resources to improve the connectivity of the city’s hyper-center, where there is
already a transit system that somewhat serves the region (Guerra et al., 2017). Figure 3
shows that Quito's new mobility plan does not reach the city's periphery. Quito’s example
helps us understand significant sources of inequalities, as well as highlights the need to
use that knowledge in achieving equity in cities. It also demonstrates how the lack of
responsiveness to people living in the periphery requires them to develop informal
systems to meet residents needs.

FIGURE 3: Quito’s projected Plan
In the absence of formal systems, people create informal systems. These
manifestations are part of what is known as the informal economy. Informal economies
are hidden activities that are neither taxed nor regulated by any type of government
(Perry, 2007). Informal practices deliver services that the formal sector does not
(AlSayyad & Roy, 2003; Cervero, 2000; Perry, 2007). Informal practices can contribute
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to unsafe practices, crime, and drugs in a city (AlSayyad & Roy, 2003; UN-Habitat,
2003; Waibel, 2016).
Informal car share (ICS) is an example of informal practices. ICS is the use of
private vehicles to provide transportation for a fare that is neither taxed nor regulated by
any type of government. Due to the lack of a formal transportation system, ICS has
emerged in several cities as an alternative to connect isolated communities and is a
growing phenomenon based on entrepreneurialism and flexibility, that fills the gaps that
formal transportation system does not (Cervero & Golub, 2007). Prior literature has
argued that ICS is inefficient, offers erratic schedules, promotes labor abuse and
unsustainable practices such as pollution and congestion, and is not reliable in capacity or
safety (Aworemi et al., 2008; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000; Raynor, 2014;
World Bank, 2002a).
The incremental growth of ICS in Latin American cities has led to a polarization
between formal and informal practices. ICS is often stigmatized because it is not
understood within its contextual conditions. ICS is perceived as negative because it
functions differently than formal transportation systems. It is different from the formal
transport network because of its lack of illegitimacy, lack of economic standing, lack of
governmentally organization and technology, and its self-organized regulation (ArdilaGomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000; Raynor, 2014).
However, formal transportation networks in Latin America have several negative
implications, as well. For example, buses in Latin American cities significantly contribute
to congestion and pollution and do not necessarily focus on satisfying existing
transportation demand (Ardila-Gomez, 2012). Instead, several systems of buses in Latin
America operate as protected monopolies that do not necessarily aim to meet quality
standards such as efficiency, innovation, and competitiveness (Ardila-Gomez, 2012;
Cervero & Golub, 2007). In fact, formal transportation systems in Latin America are
losing ridership because of their lack of reliability and safety (Ardila-Gomez, 2012;
Cervero, 2000; Golub et al., 2009). Understanding that ICS and formal transportation
networks operate in different contexts, and each evidence positive and negative
implications, is essential to decrease the existing polarization between formal and
informal transportation.
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Although ICS is stigmatized as a system that is unreliable, inconsistent, chaotic,
and difficult to manage (Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Perry, 2007), as
are other systems within the informal sector, these systems do provide a service and are
likely contributing, yet, in a way that few people have acknowledged (Dovey, 2012;
Neuwirth, 2012). For example, within transportation systems, metropolitan planning
organizations often cite the unsafe practices that occur in ICS: these systems allegedly
lack standardized routes, stops, timetables and fares; contribute to congestion and
pollution, and promotes unsafe practices and labor abuse (MDMQ, 2017). However, ICS
not only fills a gap that the formal sector cannot (Cervero & Golub, 2007), but as with
other systems within the informal sector, it contributes to global economic growth by
providing critical opportunities for the most disadvantaged (Dovey, 2012; Neuwirth,
2012).
Existing definitions of ICS are insufficient to describe how this system functions.
They focus on effectiveness and performance using standardized indicators of reliability
and consistency employed for formal systems (Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000).
These indicators focus on traffic counts, ICS’s lack of continuity, lack of governmental
regulations, internal organization and technology, type of vehicles, and average traffic
speeds, contribution to traffic congestion, and air and noise pollution (Ardila-Gomez,
2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000). I take a different approach to describe
ICS by exploring the perceived effectiveness and performance of two such system from
the users' and drivers' points of view. By focusing on the viewpoints of users and drivers,
I identified the attributes that are most important for ICS stakeholders (Forkenbrock &
Sheeley, 2004; Imam, 2014). With this approach, I portray the informal systems within
their contextual conditions. To explore ICS, I operationalized effectiveness to mean
reliability in passengers reaching their final destinations and performance to mean
consistency in schedule, routes, and fares (Jeon, 2007).
Exploring how ICS functions to link members of marginalized communities to
Quito’s formal transportation network, is the first step to contribute to a more holistic
understanding of how such self-organized systems function and the value they provide to
developing cities. The following sections lay out my research questions and provide a
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rationale for the case selection and methods I chose to understand and examine ICS in
Quito’s two peripheral communities.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The following research questions explored how ICS functions as a link between
peripheral communities and the city center in Quito’s two peripheral communities:
1. How reliable is ICS for users to reach their final destination?
2. What is the availability and frequency of ICS?
3. How much do service fares fluctuate based on time of day, route, and driver?
4. What is the user/drivers’ overall experience with ICS?
METHODOLOGY
I used a representative multiple-case study approach because it was appropriate to
address emergent phenomena, such as ICS. This approach was appropriate because the
behavior of those involved in the study could not be manipulated (i.e., empirical testing
was not appropriate) and because the research focus was to address “how” and “what”
questions (Creswell, 2013; Yin, 2013). Case studies rely on a replication logic to provide
analytical generalizations (Creswell, 2013; Yin, 2013), and multiple cases increase the
robustness of the findings by replicating the patterns (Creswell, 2013; Yin, 2013). I
developed a literal replication to provide analytical generalization.
I selected two representative cases of ICS to corroborate each other. Each case
served to confirm or disconfirm the conclusions drawn from the other (Creswell, 2013;
Yin, 2013). The scope of the study was limited to a sample of Quito's peripheral
communities. These communities are isolated and segregated in which ICS has emerged
due to the absence of adequate service of formal transportation systems.
Case Selection
Case selection consisted of the development of two cases in an analysis that
examined themes, similarities, and differences across cases (Creswell, 2013; Yin, 2013;
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Mathison, 2005). I selected the two cases from a database provided by Quito’s
municipality (Unidad Regula Tu Barrio). The database included 493 informal settlements
in the city periphery in which ICS commonly functions (Koo & Oh, 2019). Of the 493
informal settlements, I visited 18, and I observed six in an exploratory study in 2016. Of
the six communities observed, I chose two because of their accessibility and similar
characteristics.
Figure 4 depicts the locations of the two selected communities: Mirador and
Comuna Alta. Houses are precarious, improvised, and located in areas vulnerable to
landslides and floods. Although these communities have access to basic services (water,
sanitation, and electricity), they lack communal infrastructure, such as streetlights, paved
roads, and sidewalks. Access is limited due to the poor condition of the roads leading to
them. Roads are highly sloped and constructed simply of dirt. Dirt roads are connected to
a principal road, which is generally paved. The communities do not have rapidly access
to social services, including educational institutions, primary care clinics and hospitals,
police centers, elderly care centers, or public spaces such as parks and plazas.
ICS routes start at the periphery of each settlement and connect dwellers to the
city’s formal transport network. Routes traveled by ICS passengers from Mirador and
Comuna Alta are one part of a longer trip, since most system users employ the service to
reach Cotocollao park and Iñaquito respectively, from where they can access Quito’s
formal municipal transportation system. At Cotocollao park and Iñaquito, residents
transfer to buses operated by the city to complete their daily commute. The distance
traversed via the ICS system from Mirador and Comuna Alta is 8km and 4km,
respectively. Residents of Mirador do not have easy access to formal buses. They must
either use ICS or walk 8km to the bus stop. Residents in Comuna Alta can access a bus
stop that is 1.5km away. The bus comes twice per hour. ICS operates during peak hours
every 3 minutes in both communities. ICS vehicles connecting Mirador and Comuna Alta
to the city represent the most-functional link for residents of these communities.
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FIGURE 4: Mirador and Comuna Alta in Quito, Ecuador are the chosen communities for
literal replication.
Data Collection
I took field notes and conducted semi-structured interviews during January of
2018. My field notes consisted of my observations of Quito’s ICS routes, frequency of
vehicles, and their arrival at ICS stops. I rode ICS as a user in both case communities four
times. I documented observations and experiences during these trips in a journal. I
conducted interviews with users who live and use ICS in both of the case communities. I
selected subjects purposively based on their knowledge of ICS. I attempted heterogeneity
in the subjects of study by asking ICS users and drivers how long they have used or
offered ICS. Ten of the selected subjects had one year or less of experience while the
other twelve had been participating in ICS for more than a year. I conducted a total of 22
interviews with ICS users and drivers (10 in Mirador and 12 in Comuna Alta). Table 1
shows the breakdown of the interview sample by community, driver vs. user, and gender.
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TABLE 1: Breakdown of the sample by community

I approached users and drivers at departure and arrival stops and asked if they would be
willing to participate in an interview. Interview questions included:
In a typical day, what is it like to use/drive for the ICS system?
1. Do you reach your final destination every day?
2. Is there a schedule for the ICS system?
3. How many passengers occupy the typical per vehicle during peak periods?
4. Is the fare constant? How much is it?
5. Is the route covered by ICS consistent?
Data Analysis
I took field note observations in English and conducted interviews in Spanish. I
translated interviews into English. I used Dedoose software to code and categorize the
transcripts from the interviews and field notes according to Saldaña's (2014) coding
protocol. That approach first required developing a frame (Schreier, 2014 and Saldaña,
2014) (see Appendix A) based on the relevant literature and theoretical framework. As the
coding continued, I updated categories and added new code families. Similarly, I discarded
other codes for which there was little relevance. I included both concept-driven categories,
those based on previous knowledge, and data-driven categories (Schreier, 2014 and Saldaña,
2014). I applied codes to the text twice and created notes that summarized each
subcategory and its relationship to the ICS system effectiveness (reliability to reach the final

destination) and performance (consistency in schedules, routes, and fares).
Once I coded the field notes and interviews, I took two steps to identify central
themes in interviewee responses. First, to put the evidence in some preliminary order
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(Miles and Huberman, 1994, Yin, 2013), I organized codes and categories into an initial
summary of the data through bar charts and/or matrixes of each category (see Appendix
B). Second, I adopted an analytical strategy that consisted of relying on a theoretical
orientation and developing a pattern-matching logic. That logic (Yin, 2013) consisted of
matching empirically observed events to theoretically predicted events (benefits
perceived by users and drivers regarding ICS’s effectiveness and performance).
This analytic technique was useful to focus attention on certain data and to guide
the presentation of evidence into a rich explanation of the analyzed case (Creswell, 2013;
Yin, 2013). I examined data collected for each of the cases independently. Finally, I
conducted a cross-case analysis to compare similarities and differences among the
constructs of the cases. I used field notes to amplify, develop, and corroborate specific
points that the in-person interviews suggested.
RESULTS
I present categories used in the data analysis process below as headings for
discussion of study results. Two unexpected themes, which are discussed within this
section, emerged in user and driver descriptions of their perceptions of ICS: room for
improvement in service provision and community members' feelings of exclusion and
segregation from the City of Quito. In order to protect the respondents confidentiality, I
refer to all participants cited in the following sections by pseudonyms.
1. How reliable is ICS for users to reach their final destination?
All users and drivers reported that ICS is a reliable and efficient mechanism that
routinely allows them to reach their final destinations under normal conditions. ICS users
from both communities said that reaching their final stop on a daily base was not an issue.
Patricia and Rosita, members of the Comuna Alta community, mentioned that reaching their
jobs when using ICS is a given (Patricia, ICS user, January 2018) and that they know they
can count on the service as a regular transportation mode (Rosita, ICS user, January 2018):
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Yes, reaching our final destination [referring to an intermediate stop in their longer
journey] is not a problem, drivers manage to take us there one way or another
(Rosita, ICS user, January 2018).
Similarly, all of the drivers interviewed from both communities indicated that they
always reach their final destination. Santiago, a driver from Comuna Alta, for example,
mentioned that because ICS is the only alternative that allows passengers to reach the city,
drivers always reach their drop-off destinations despite unexpected disruptions that may
occasionally occur (Santiago, ICS driver, January 2018). In addition, during my observations,
I was able to witness continuous service by ICS cars despite severe rain and floods in the
city.

2. What is the availability and frequency of ICS?
Users and drivers from both communities said that ICS is consistent and that it offers
standardized stops, schedules, and routes. ICS consists of origin and destination points, and
vehicles do not stop at any other point along the way (María, ICS user, January 2018).
Indeed, when I rode ICS during my observations, I was able to validate that drivers did not
pick up passengers during their journeys in order to keep up their tight schedules.

The system operates Monday through Saturday during peak hours (Rosita, ICS
user, January 2018). Both users and drivers indicated that ICS’s schedules and routes do
not typically change (Angélica, ICS user, January 2018), but maintain fixed schedules and
routes, similar to a formal bus system (Verónica, ICS user, January 2018). While
interviewees from both communities indicated that ICS vehicles always operate with four
passengers per car as a maximum, they also indicated that children occasionally ride on
their parent’s laps. The demand for ICS is consistent, and the users appear diverse. As
Manuel, a regular user of ICS service, quote:
Four passengers per car are the maximum, unless kids are tiny and fit in their
parents' lap (Manuel, ICS user, January 2018).
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Similarly, drivers in both communities suggested that they never allow more than
four passengers per car, but that sometimes when peak hours are ending, they operate
with only 1 or 2 passengers per car. As one driver, Antonio’s commented:
We take four [passengers] per car. We cannot take more because that is neither
comfortable for passengers nor good for our cars, cars can get old very quickly if
you do not take care of them appropriately (Antonio, ICS driver, January 2018).
3. How much do service fares fluctuate based on time of day, route, and driver?
ICS users mentioned that the fare they paid was consistent and standardized to
$0.50 for all users during normal hours. Although users did not mention having difficulty
affording this fare, ICS users and drivers informed me that these costs are double that of
Quito's formal transportation system, which is $0.25. The fares for ICS rise even higher
during extended hours. Verónica mentioned in her interview, for example, that the ICS
fare is $0.75 after 6 pm and $1 between 7 pm and 9 pm (Verónica, ICS user, January
2018). Drivers from both communities mentioned that they occasionally provide specific

drop-off service when passengers are carrying heavy items and late at night for an
additional $0.50. As one driver, Felipe, noted:
The fare is $0.50, and that does not change unless it is extended hours, then we
have to charge passengers either $0.75 or $1 depending on how late it gets.
However, if a passenger is carrying furniture or something heavy, we can drop
them off at their houses for an additional $0.50. But that is not too common,
though. I've only had to do it once (Felipe, ICS driver, January 2018).
4. How is the driver/user’s overall experience with ICS?
Drivers experience
In addition to describing ICS as a reliable and consistent system, twelve out of the
twelve interviewed drivers described their overall experience with ICS as positive,
functional, and useful. Similarly, nine out of twelve interviewed drivers emphasized they
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believe ICS fulfills a gap in service. They believe they are serving a purpose in their
communities, to help people reach the city in a safe and fast way. Fabian’s testimony
described his experience as an ICS driver is this way:
It [referring to ICS] is very good. We work hard, so the community members that
rely on us to reach their final stop without problems. We provide a fast and safe
service. That is why people like us. We get along well with the people of the
community overall (Fabian, ICS driver, January 2018).
According to Marco, an ICS driver from Comuna Alta, being a driver is a good
experience except for those stressful times when occasional service disruptions occur
(e.g., floods and police inspections). Antonio’s comments echoed by other drivers
interviewed were typical:
My personal experience is good. We do a good job with our cars. We are
helping the people in the community, so they are happy, and I am happy to do it
as well. The problem is when there is too much rain or when the police do not let
us work. Dealing with those occasional interruptions is stressful (Antonio, ICS
driver, January 2018).
Users experience
Ten out of the ten interviewed users from both communities reported satisfaction
when using ICS as well. Teresa, an ICS user, mentioned that she likes to use ICS because
the ICS drivers are fast and consistent, which allows her to save a lot of time (Teresa, ICS
user, January 2018). Juan described his positive experience, saying:
It [referring to ICS] is good. I can count on those cars, they are fast, and they
take me where I need to go, I cannot complain (Juan, ICS user, January 2018).
Additionally, six out of the ten ICS users from both communities emphasized that
ICS is the only transportation mode that connects them to the city in an efficient way,
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especially during peak hours. Angélica and Juan were emblematic of those interviewed
when they suggested that ICS allowed them both to access their workplaces and the
amenities available in the city:
It [referring to ICS] is convenient because we do not have buses here. Those
cars are a total save (Angelica, ICS user, January 2018). Oh yes, those cars are
very helpful, I may get there [referring to his preferred destination] late
sometimes, but I know I can get there (Juan, ICS user, January 2018).
However, although users viewed ICS positively overall, eight users acknowledged
there was room for improvement in the way this system operates. Additionally, users and
drivers commented about the lack of regulated transport alternatives to their
communities. They suggested that the lack of service left them excluded and segregated
from the City of Quito, of which they economically and politically were otherwise a part.
These two unexpected themes are discussed in the section below.
5. Room for improvement of ICS in Mirador and Comuna Alta communities
Although users reported their experience with ICS as fairly reliable, efficient, and
valuable, users also suggested there was room for improvement in the ways ICS currently
operates in the two analyzed communities. This section focuses on the suggestions for
improvement recommended by users in both communities. Figure 5 includes all
suggestions that users from both communities reported.
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FIGURE 5: Room for improvement in the ICS system
Nine out of the ten interviewed users emphasized the need for either more ICS
drivers or to get a bus for their communities. During my interviews, I saw a consistent
group of people at each of the stops from 6 am to 7 am. The number of people waiting
exceeded ten people. Veronica, for example, mentioned that having more cars would be
useful to decrease the wait time at stops:
The service we get is good, but we do not have enough cars, so sometimes we
have to wait too long at the stops. Or get up very early to be at the ICS stop
before other community members. That is the main concern in this community
(Veronica, ICS user, January 2018).
Additionally, seven of the interviewed users commented that they occasionally
face service disruptions from police rounds that aim to inspect unregulated drivers.
According to Quito's regulatory frameworks, there are four conditions required to be
authorized to provide transportation services in the city. First, drivers should hold a
commercial driver’s license. They should also drive an authorized and registered car,
which should be painted according to the city regulations (yellow for taxis, green, red, or
blue for buses). Lastly, drivers should carry with them an operating permit, which should
be granted by Quito's Agencia Metropolitana de Tránsito (Metropolitan Transit Agency)
(EL COMERCIO, 2017). Since ICS cars do not meet these requirements, the police may
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stop the service. According to users, regulating ICS would be helpful so that their
transportation system would not occasionally be interrupted by police inspections.
Manuel, a regular user, highlighted the importance of the system in his interview and the
need to ensure its legitimacy:
There should be a way to regulate the cars. All they are doing is working; we all
want to have a job. Plus, if it were not for those cars, it would be impossible to
go down to the bus stop on time. We would be lost without them (Manuel, ICS
user, January 2018).
Users also noted that there are occasional confrontations between drivers and
users, and improving communication is important. Although ICS users mentioned they
are aware of ICS drivers' efforts to offer a good service, users from both communities
mentioned that improved communication between drivers and users could allow the
system to provide better service. For instance, Rosita, a community member from
Comuna Alta, shared a confrontation she faced and how improved communication would
have been beneficial to address the issue:
Sometimes drivers are rude when you ask them to drive slower, I understand
they are in a hurry, but they should be open to listening to our concerns as well,
they are helping us, but we are also paying for the service. If they would listen to
our concerns, they would probably be more careful (Rosita, ICS user, January
2018).

ICS users also emphasized the need to develop preferential fares. Since ICS fares
are currently standardized to all users, users from both communities stated the need to
implement preferential fares for children, students, and seniors. Additionally, users from
both Mirador and Comuna Alta mentioned that children that travel on a parent’s lap
should travel free. As Maria noted:
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Ahh, and there is another problem, especially for kids and students in general,
for example. We all pay $0.50, even students. And we have to take the kids in our
lap, and even like that, they have to pay full fare. If you do not like it, they
[drivers] will not take you. That is not fair. It is not fair, in my opinion (Maria,
ICS user, January 2018).
Moreover, a significant concern among fours users from both communities is that
ICS drivers speed too much. ICS users argued that the implementation of appropriate
speed limit regulations to ensure safety is necessary. Veronica's comments illustrated this
concern:
Well, sometimes drivers are in a hurry, so they go too fast. I think their service
can be better if they would go slower. They should take into account that they
are driving kids around, so they should be safe (Veronica, ICS user, January
2018).

Finally, users from both communities noted that if routes were in better condition,
floods would be less common, which would facilitate their mobility and decrease the
frequency of ICS service disruptions. Patricia said:
If routes were in better condition, we would not have that issue [flooding], I think.
But potholes keep coming back every time it rains (Patricia, ICS user, January
2018).

6. Feelings of exclusion and segregation
Finally, as indicated by David and Luis (ICS users), ICS users perceive themselves as
outsiders of the city and argued that their communities are not receiving the resources and
infrastructure they deserve:
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The problems are usually in the center of the city [referring to political protests
and service disruptions to ICS], our problem is that traffic those days gets
impossible and affects everybody, even us (Luis, ICS user, January 2018):
We need additional cars. This is a neighborhood that is growing fast, and we
need resources, so the city should either give us a bus (that is unlikely) or let us
work in peace. If drivers would not be afraid of police inspections, we could
probably have more cars to serve us here in the neighborhood (David, ICS user,
January 2018).

Although ICS provides an efficient transportation system that allows members of
both communities to connect to the city, users and drivers expressed outrage for not
having access to an official/regulated transportation system in their communities, and for
having to pay a higher transportation fare that is otherwise available to other citizens of
the city. According to systems users, the barriers that ICS currently faces would not be a
problem if communities enjoyed access to formal buses or if ICS was regulated. Juan,
Santiago, Manuel and María all commented on this concern:
These [occasionally long lines at ICS stops] would not be an issue if we had a
bus, but we do not, so allowing these cars to drive us is the least that they [city's
municipality] should do (Juan, ICS user, January 2018).
There should be a way to regulate the cars, all we are doing is working, we all
want to have a job. Plus, if it were not for these cars, it would be impossible to
take people down to the bus stop on time (Santiago, ICS driver, January 2018).
We would be lost without these cars (Manuel, ICS user, January 2018).
Buses in the city are $0.25 but the cars we get here charge us $0.50 in the
morning, why? (Maria, ICS user, January 2018)
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Moreover, community members expressed their concern regarding the city and
policy actions to ignore the need for public transportation, but disrupt communities’
efforts to sustain ICS. ICS members’ perception is that the City of Quito’s lack of
responsiveness to their isolation, and that the occasional police inspections exacerbate the
issue by blocking communities' efforts to get linked to the city through their ICS
program, Maria commented on the police inspections:
I do not think that [police inspections] are fair, honestly. We are a good
community, we all want to work so we can provide for our families, we are not
harming anybody, they [police, city municipality] should let them drive and
work in peace. Or at least that is what I think (Maria, ICS user, January 2018).
DISCUSSION
Unlike current descriptions of informal transportation systems that suggest ICS is
inconsistent, and unreliable for users (Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000; Golub et
al., 2009; Raynor, 2014; World Bank, 2002). These findings suggest the ICS system in
these two peripheral communities of Quito is reliable and consistent. ICS worked under
established norms and met indicators of system effectiveness and performance (Jeon,
2007). The ICS system operates Monday through Saturday during peak hours to ensure
users and drivers progress to their destinations with fixed stops, schedules, routes, and
fares. Although the current literature describes ICS as chaotic, abusive and corrupt
(Golub et al., 2009; World Bank, 2002a, Ardila-Gomez, 2012), findings indicate that both
users and drivers report their experience with ICS as positive, efficient, and valuable.
These interviews results suggest a high level of acceptance of the program among the
communities each system serves in the communities analyzed.
Second, users and drivers from both communities emphasized that ICS is the only
transportation mode that connects their communities to the city in an efficient way. Users
said that if it were not for ICS, they would not be able to access employment and other
amenities in the city. This evidence suggests that ICS provides a necessary transportation
link to connect isolated peripheral dwellers with the city. ICS is filling a gap. However,
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these systems do so at a price. The cost of transportation is highest for the most
disadvantaged citizens in Quito. Fares for ICS are double the fair of Quito’s formal
transportation. These findings suggest the need for the city to focus on the issue of
transportation equity (fairness with which transport benefits and costs are distributed
within a city) in terms of accessibility and affordability. The decision-makers in charge of
Quito’s transport planning should include peripheral communities as they plan routes and
schemes to promote equity among the city of Quito.
Third, users and drivers argued that the lack of attention the city gives to their
communities is unfair. In addition, they indicated that their efforts to connect their
communities to the city are occasionally interrupted by police inspections. These police
inspections are intended to identify drivers who violate Quito’s Agencia Metropolitana de
Tránsito (Metropolitan Transit Agency) requirements to provide public transportation
services. Identified drivers get a financial penalty of about three times the Ecuadorian's
monthly salary, and a legal penalty that consists in the subtraction of ten points in their
driver’s license (EL COMERCIO, 2017). Since ICS is self-organized and does not meet
the needed requirements by the government, police inspections represent a major
disruption in the system.
Consequently, users and drivers expressed that they feel excluded from, and
segregated by, the city. These findings suggest the need for the city to advance in spatial
justice (fairness with which equipment and urban development is distributed within a
city, Harvey (2001)). The extension of transportation networks to informal communities
is not always feasible due to communities' low population demand, poor road
accessibility, and the limitations that a lack of land tenure and legitimization imply (UNHabitat, 2003; World Bank, 2002a, 2002b). These findings highlight the need for Quito
to address the existing disconnection these communities are experiencing by exploring
options to articulate ICS to Quito’s transportation network.
Finding channels to collaborate with Quito' ICS and ways to articulate ICS into
the city transportation network may be an alternative to address existing unequal spatial
relations and advance in Quito’s spatial justice. In addition, now that Quito is redesigning its transportation network prior to metro Quito (Quito’s subway) launching,
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there is an opportunity to consider the articulation of ICS’ drop-off stops with metro
Quito’s stops.
Fourth, although both users and drivers reported their experience with ICS as
positive, both groups acknowledged there is room for improvement in the way Quito's
ICS currently operates. Suggestions reported by users in both communities included
increased capacity of ICS, regulation of ICS, improved communication between drivers
and users, implementation of preferential fares, implementation of speed limit
regulations, and improved route conditions. Since most of the users' suggestions refer to
the implementation of normative reforms in ICS' practices, these interviews suggested
that the majority of these suggestions could be addressed through legitimizing ICS and
with the support of the City municipality.
This evidence suggests that in order to provide articulation of ICS system to
Quito’s transport network, Quito needs to explore regulatory policy options to achieve
ICS legitimacy. Legitimacy could help address users’ suggestions, such as speed limit
regulations and safety. It could also address the disconnection of peripheral communities,
regulate fares, promote broader accessibility and affordability, and therefore, advance in
transportation equity, spatial justice, and social inclusion in the city. Moreover, the
empirical findings reported here suggest scholars and policy makers need to expand their
understanding of regulation. Existing approaches to ICS regulation have not been
successful (Golub et al., 2009; World Bank, 2002a) because they impose standardized
transportation procedures that focus on effectiveness and performance indicators, but do
not recognize that ICS functions in a very different context than traditional transportation
networks.
This study suggests ICS should be regulated for its own sake, not only on the
grounds of transportation effectiveness and performance, but also on the grounds of its
contextual conditions, and without the tendency of transportation uniformity across all
the city. ICS should be regularized in light of Quito’s political reality that the city is
otherwise not likely to provide infrastructure to these communities, especially after the
development of metro Quito (DMQ, 2017). Therefore, these findings suggest analysts
need to think about regulation more broadly to acknowledge these realities. This analysis
highlights the importance of considering notions of lack of transportation equity and
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spatial justice in the evaluation and regulation of informal programs that serve
communities that otherwise would remain isolated. Finally, the results presented in this
article argue that there is a need to emphasize the need to articulate, regulate, and
therefore legitimize Quito’s ICS in the development of public policy more inclusive.
Limitations
Three main barriers limited the research presented in this paper. First, the study
relied on the assumption that the information that interviewees provided was genuine.
Often, people want to maintain a certain level of confidentiality or want to keep their
know-how (unique knowledge regarding a given product or service) secret (Saldaña,
2015). However, the questions I asked were intended to understand their perspective and
experience. My interview protocol made clear I was not associated with the government,
and my intended goal was to characterize and understand their transportation system. I
also spoke in Spanish, which allowed for more conversational discussions compared to
using English.
Second, drivers and users’ reports are based on their ability to recall events
accurately. To alleviate this barrier, I asked the questions in sequential order, and I made
reference—and provided context—to the specific events drivers and users were asked to
recall. Generally, drivers and users experience ICS daily. So their ability to describe their
experiences appeared to come easily.
Finally, there may be pre-conceived perceptions in the way I see the issues and
concepts centered to this research (Saldaña, 2015; Yin, 2013). To avoid this bias, I wrote
a reflexivity report. I kept a journal with my views about concepts and issues around the
subject in order to have an understanding of the lenses through which I looked at the
research project.
CONCLUSIONS
This article has characterized ICS in terms of reliability and consistency from a
drivers and users perspective. Unlike current literature that defines ICS as chaotic,
problematic, inconsistent, and unreliable (Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000; Golub
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et al., 2009; Raynor, 2014), this research suggests ICS is reliable and consistent, and it
provides a positive experience to users and drivers within its communities. This study
found a high level of acceptance of ICS among the residents it serves.
The ICS system was described by interviewers as the only transportation mode
that connects community members to the city. This fact indicates that ICS is currently
filling a need and a gap that public transportation is not in both communities. However,
fares for ICS are double the fare of Quito's formal transportation. There is a need for the
city to advance transportation equity in terms of accessibility and affordability, and in
spatial justice. In addition, despite ICS users and drivers' efforts to remain connected to
the city with ICS, police inspections are occasionally blocking and interrupting service.
Community members indicated they feel excluded from the city and believe that the city's
actions are further hindering their attempts to get connected to the city.
Despite’s users positive experiences with ICS, they reported areas in which the
ICS system could improve, including increased capacity of ICS, regulation of ICS,
improved communication between drivers and users, implementation of preferential
fares, implementation of speed limit regulations, and improved route conditions. The
majority of these suggestions could only be addressed with the support of the City
municipality suggesting the need for exploring options to articulate ICS within Quito's
formal transport network. The interviews also suggested that such articulation should
consist on a regulatory process that emerges as a mutual collaboration between Quito's
formal transport network and the ICS systems linked to it. These interventions, which
will legitimize ICS within the city, could help address the disconnection of these
communities, regulate fares, promote broader accessibility and affordability, and,
therefore, contribute to achieving transportation equity and social inclusion in the city.
This study also suggests the need to expand the existing understanding of
regulation. Existing approaches to ICS regulation (Golub et al., 2009; World Bank,
2002a) tend to be inefficient because they impose standardized transportation procedures
that focus on effectiveness and performance indicators, and do not recognize that ICS
functions in a very different context than traditional transportation networks. This study
suggests ICS should be regulated for its own sake, not only on the grounds of
transportation effectiveness and performance but also on the grounds of its own spatial
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and political contextual conditions, that otherwise will remain isolated. ICS should be
regularized without a tendency of transportation uniformity for different systems
operating in different contexts. These findings highlight the importance of considering
the lack of transportation equity and spatial justice in the evaluation and regulation of
informal programs that serve communities that otherwise would be isolated.
The findings presented in this study emphasize the need to articulate, regulate,
and therefore legitimize self-organized ICS in the development of public policy in a more
inclusive and collaborative way. ICS is an opportunity for policymakers to incorporate
co-created community solutions into their cities' regulatory frameworks. Without any
other transportation service available to these peripheral communities, attaining a better
understanding of how ICS systems work and capturing their value, may help change the
stigma attached to such transportation arrangements, resulting in new approaches to
manage transportation in emergent cities.
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CHAPTER 3: THE RESILIENCE OF INFORMAL CAR SHARING IN LATIN
AMERICAN CITIES
ABSTRACT
Cities in Latin America are facing rapid population growth, lack of
infrastructure, and the negative effects of climate change. The population of the
peripheral communities surrounding these cities are arguably the most affected by these
trends. The people that live in these communities are the furthest from the city center.
They lack adequate and reliable government-provided transportation options. As a result,
Informal Car Share (ICS) is filling the gap for this underserved population. ICS is the use
of private vehicles to provide transportation for a fare that is neither taxed nor regulated
by any type of government. The research presented in this article seeks to understand
how ICS functions in the event of natural and political service disruptions. I selected the
city of Quito, Ecuador, for an analytical case study because of its similarity with many
other developing cities within the Andean region of Latin America. I chose two
peripheral communities to represent underserved populations of the city and conducted
22 semi-structured interviews with ICS users and drivers. Interviewees informed that ICS
is interrupted by floods, police inspections, confrontations among drivers and users, pico
y placa (driving restriction to mitigate traffic congestion), fallen trees, and political
protests. ICS can respond and adapt quickly to all of these disruptions except for police
inspections. Police inspections prevent service for hours or an entire day. Although
disruptions lead to delays and minor changes in the availability and frequency of ICS,
they do not lead to changes in ICS's perceived reliability to reach users' final destination.
Capturing the value this informal system provides to the city during times of natural and
political disruptions can help sharpen existing definitions of ICS and provide a much
more nuanced understanding of its perceived value among those who offer and rely on it.
Recognizing how this system is able to adapt may also help improve the resilience of
other, more formal transportation systems that operate in similar urban spaces.
Keywords: Informal Car Share, Resilient Transportation Systems, Self-organized
Systems, Latin American cities, Quito, Ecuador
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INTRODUCTION
Latin American cities are vulnerable to the effects of climate change and political
events (Grubb et al., 2019; O'Toole, 2017). In 2016, 80 of the world’s most serious
climate-related natural disasters occurred in Latin America (Reckien et al., 2017),
affecting thousands of families by disrupting physical infrastructure systems and services
in cities. Similarly, Latin America is characterized by unstable political cycles, weak
public security and corruption (Machado et al., 2011), which has led to diverse collective
action, political protests, among others. These events are unexpected, can disrupt
infrastructure systems (Grubb et al., 2019; O’Toole, 2017) and are increasingly affecting
more people.
Peripheral communities are the most vulnerable group to natural and political
service disruptions (Carley & Christie, 2017) because they are often located in areas that
are not suitable for urbanization and traditional settlements (Abramo, 2016) and
disconnected from city infrastructure. Lack of access to formal transportation, especially
during times of floods and political protests, is a problem for peripheral communities
because jobs, education, and healthcare are located predominately in the city center.
Informal car share provides transportation during disruptions, but how these emergent
and unregulated systems function during such circumstances is not well understood.
Informal car share (ICS) is increasingly filling the gap in transportation for
underserved peripheral populations, especially during natural and political disruptions.
ICS is the use of private vehicles to provide transportation for a fare that is neither taxed
nor monitored by any type of government. Although this practice contributes
significantly to development and economic growth, especially during times of
disruptions, it is often stigmatized as unreliable, inconsistent, chaotic (Ardila-Gomez,
2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000; Raynor, 2014b) and little is known about
how this system actually functions.
Existing definitions of ICS focus on its reliability and consistency based on
standardized indicators of effectiveness and performance (Cervero & Golub, 2007;
Cervero, 2000). These definitions focus on traffic counts, ICS’s lack of continuity in its
service, lack of regulations, lack of governmental organization and technology, type of
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ICS vehicles, and in its average traffic speeds, contribution to traffic congestion, and air
and noise pollution (Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000).
These characterizations describe ICS as a system with erratic schedules, poor capacity,
discontinuity, and lack of speed limit regulations (Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero &
Golub, 2007; Kassa, 2014; Raynor, 2014). While problems might exist, this service is
critical for these communities to reach services and opportunities in the city. These prior
characterizations are also insufficient to describe what types of disruptions ICS systems
face and how they reacts to them. These disruptions may contribute to some of the prior
negative characterizations of ICS. This research wants to inform current understanding of
ICS by exploring how it responds to service disruptions from the point of view of the its
users and drivers. I describe the types of disruptions ICS experiences and the effects of
those challenges on its perceived effectiveness and performance from the point of view of
its users and drivers.
I used the City of Quito, Ecuador, as an analytic case to understand how ICS
functions during natural and political disruptions. Quito is similar to many developing
cities within the Andean region of South America in that it is surrounded by periphery
settlements. The people who live in these communities must travel long distances to their
employment and to access amenities. The distance they must travel increases their
vulnerability to disruptions, such as floods and political protests (El Telégrafo, 2017; El
Universo, 2017). Quito, as other cities throughout the Andean region of Latin America,
cannot keep up with the development of infrastructure to peripheral settlements because
the demand for services continually exceeds supply and because of the geographical
constraints of the mountainous region.
I explored the effects of natural and political disruptions on ICS in terms of Jeon
(2007)'s definitions of effectiveness and performance. I focused on two peripheral
communities: Mirador and Comuna Alta. I gathered data by conducting 22 semistructured interviews with users and drivers. I also took field notes of my observations of
how Quito's ICS users and drivers adapted to service disruptions. I used data from my
field notes to corroborate specific points that the in-person interviews suggested.
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The following section provides more rationale for the significance of this issue,
why I used this approach to explore how ICS functions during disruptions, and how this
research fills a gap in current literature regarding informal transportation systems.
BACKGROUND
Rising average temperatures are leading to glacier melt in the Andes, variations in
rainfall patterns, changes in water cycles that are leading to increased floods, droughts,
and forest fires across that region (Grubb et al., 2019). The fragility of Latin American
institutions and the dissatisfaction of citizens with their governments further exacerbate
these natural disaster events (Piccone, 2018). Although the region is characterized as at
an intermediate stage of democratic development (O’Toole, 2017), it occasionally faces
corruption, democratic deconsolidation, and flaws in public security (Piccone, 2018). As
a consequence, people respond to the problems that affect their cities and countries
through collective action and political protests (Machado et al., 2011). These natural and
political events are unexpected and go beyond cities’ anticipated capabilities to respond.
As a result, infrastructure in Latin American cities is occasionally disrupted
(Grubb et al., 2019; O’Toole, 2017), and this is increasingly affecting more people.
Infrastructure systems such as water and wastewater, energy and transportation are
considered critical infrastructure (Walter, 2016) because a failure in one of its
components can have a significant impact on local population health and economic
wellbeing (Boit et al., 2016; Rosenzweig et al., 2018). Most risks associated with natural
and political disruptions are the result of cities’ development failures (Winchester &
Szalachman, 2018) and are significantly affecting the urban poor (Vakis et al., 2016).
Communities located in peripheral areas of cities are at higher risk for the impacts of
such disruptions (Carley & Christie, 2017) due to their disconnection from central
infrastructure (Abramo, 2016).
Quito's peripheral settlements are examples of vulnerable populations affected by
the a lack of transportation options and by the effects of natural and political disruptions.
These settlements are house disadvantaged people who must travel long distances to
acquire employment and other services (e.g., school and health care). Quito cannot keep
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up with the development of infrastructure to peripheral settlements because the demand
for services continually exceeds supply and because of the geographical constraints of the
mountainous region. Severe floods in the mountainous region and occasional political
protests because of the lack of action from the government further isolate these peripheral
community dwellers (El Telégrafo, 2017; El Universo, 2017).
As a consequence, ICS developed in several cities as an alternative to connect
isolated communities, especially during natural and political disruptions. ICS is a selforganized system that provides private vehicle transportation for a fare. There are no
governmental regulations that govern ICS. Although police inspections, regulated by the
city municipality, prohibit ICS operations. ICS is informal and stigmatized as a system
that is unsafe, unreliable, inconsistent, chaotic, and contributes to congestion and
pollution (Cervero & Golub, 2007; Perry, 2007). However, these practices are
contributing in a way that very few people have acknowledged (Guerra et al., 2017;
Neuwirth, 2012). This informal system fills gaps that the formal sector does not (Cervero
& Golub, 2007). ICS contributes to global economic growth and provides critical
economic opportunities for the poor (Neuwirth, 2012). However, little is known about it
or how it behaves during service disruptions.
Existing definitions of ICS are insufficient to describe the types of disruptions
such systems experience in the communities they serve, and how they behave during
service disruptions. Current definitions’ mainly focus on ICS reliability and consistency
using indicators of effectiveness and performance developed to evaluate formal systems
(Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000). These constructs focus on traffic counts, ICS’s
lack of continuity, lack of regulations, internal organization and technology, type of
vehicles, and average traffic speeds (Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007;
Cervero, 2000). In combination, these descriptions describe ICS as a system with erratic
schedules, poor capacity, discontinuity of service, lack of speed limit regulations, among
others (Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Kassa, 2014; Raynor, 2014).
This research here expands existing understanding of ICS by describing how it
functions during service disruptions. By including the viewpoint of users and drivers, I
focused on the attributes that are most important to ICS stakeholders (Forkenbrock &
Sheeley, 2004; Imam, 2014). I characterize the types of disruptions ICS systems
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experience and the effects of those disruptions on ICS in terms of Jeon's (2007) definition
of effectiveness and performance. Effectiveness refers to the reliability a transportation
system has to reach its final destination, and performance refers to its consistency in
schedule, routes, and fares (Jeon, 2007).
Understanding the factors that cause service disruptions in informal transportation
systems, as well as how those systems respond and recover after disruptive events occur,
is a central concern of scholars exploring urban resilience (Bhattacharya et al., 2017).
Urban resilience is the ability of a city and its systems to maintain essential features and
contribute to function (Jeon, 2007) while counteracting impacts from uncertain events
beyond the control of agents within the systems (Haimes, 2009; Varangis et al., 2004).
The following sections provide a rationale for the cases and methods I chose to
characterize the types of disruptions ICS experience and its effects on their efficiency and
performance.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The following research questions sought to capture how ICS adapts to service
disruptions and whether the system was able to continue to function as a mechanism
linking members of marginalized communities to the city in the two communities
studied:
1. What types of service disruptions does Quito’s ICS experience in Mirador and
Comuna Alta?
2. What are the effects of those service disruptions on the reliability and consistency
in the schedule, routes, and fares for Quito’s ICS in Mirador and Comuna Alta?
a. How reliable is ICS for users to reach their final destination during service
disruptions?
b. What is the availability and frequency of ICS during service disruptions?
c. How much do service fares fluctuate based on time of day, route and
driver during service disruptions?
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METHODOLOGY
My methodology consisted of a representative multiple-case study approach. This
approach was appropriate for this research because I explored “how” and “what”
questions, and because I focused on ICS, an emergent phenomenon that I could not
control or manipulate (Creswell, 2013; Yin, 2013). For this, I relied on a replication logic
to provide analytical generalizations (Creswell, 2013; Yin, 2013). I employed multiple
cases to increase the robustness of the findings (Creswell, 2013; Yin, 2013).
I selected two representative cases of Quito’s ICS for comparison. Each case
served to confirm or disconfirm the conclusions drawn from the other (Creswell, 2013;
Yin, 2013). The scope of the study was limited to a sample of Quito’s peripheral
communities in which ICS has emerged due to the absence of formal transportation
systems, and that are facing occasional natural and political disruptions.
Case Selection
I selected the two cases from a database provided by Quito’s municipality
(Unidad Regula Tu Barrio), which included 493 informal settlements in the city
periphery in which ICS commonly functions (Koo & Oh, 2019). Of the 493 informal
settlements, I randomly selected and visited 18 (3 per district, since the city of Quito has
six districts), and I observed 6 of those in an exploratory study in 2016. Of the six
communities observed, I chose two for more direct comparison because of their
accessibility and similar characteristics. I examined similarities and differences across the
two selected cases (Creswell, 2013; Yin, 2013; Mathison, 2005).
Figure 4 depicts the locations of the two selected communities: Mirador and
Comuna Alta. Houses in both communities are precarious, improvised, and located in
environmentally and geographically vulnerable areas. Although these communities have
access to basic services (water, sanitation and electricity), they lack communal
infrastructure, such as streetlights and appropriate sidewalks. Access to each is limited
due to the poor condition of the roads leading to them. Roads are highly sloped and
constructed simply of dirt. Dirt roads are connected to a principal road, which is generally
paved. The communities do not have easy access to social services, including educational
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institutions, primary care clinics and hospitals, police centers, elderly care centers, and
public spaces such as parks and plazas.
ICS routes start at the periphery of each settlement and connect dwellers to the
city center. Routes traveled by ICS passengers from Mirador and Comuna Alta is one
part of a longer trip since most system users employ the service to reach Cotocollao Park
and Iñaquito, respectively, from where they can access Quito's formal municipal
transportation system to which they transfer to complete their daily commute. The
distance traversed via the ICS system from Mirador and Comuna Alta is 8km and 4km,
respectively. The distance between residential dwellings in both Mirador and Comuna
Alta to ICS stops is shorter than the distance to a formal bus stop when available. While
Mirador dwellers do not have access to formal bus systems provided by the government,
Comuna Alta's nearest bus stop is 1.5km away and provides service twice per hour. In
contrast, ICS operates during peak hours every 3 minutes in both communities. ICSs
connecting Mirador and Comuna Alta to the city represent the most-functional link for
residents of these communities.

FIGURE 4: Mirador and Comuna Alta in Quito, Ecuador are the chosen communities for
literal replication
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Data Collection
I took field notes and conducted semi-structured interviews during January of
2018. Field notes consisted of my observations of how Quito’s ICS drivers adapted to
service disruptions. I rode ICS in the two case communities during days in which floods
or political protests occurred (4 times in total). I documented those observations and
experiences in a journal. I conducted interviews with users who live and use ICS in the
two selected communities. I recorded field notes and conducted interviews during Quito's
rainy season and right before a controversial constitutional referendum to re-impose
presidential and legislative term limits that was approved by the Ecuadorian
constitutional court. I selected subjects purposively based on their knowledge of ICS. Ten
of the selected subjects had one year or less of experience with ICS, while the other
twelve had more than one year of experience riding or driving with ICS. I conducted a
total of 22 interviews with ICS users and drivers (10 and 12 per community,
respectively). Table 1 shows the breakdown of the interview sample by community,
driver vs. user and gender.
TABLE 1: Breakdown of the sample by community
No. of Participants

12

Community

Mirador

Function

Gender

7 Drivers

7
0
1
4
5
0
3
2

5 Users
5 Drivers

10

Comuna Alta

5 Users

Males
Females
Males
Females
Males
Females
Males
Females

I approached users and drivers at departure and arrival stops and asked if they
would be willing to participate in an interview. Interview questions included:
1. What are the main causes that result in ICS service disruptions? (floods, political
protests, others).
a. How do such disruptions affect your normal experience?
2. When experiencing service disruptions, what is it like to use/drive ICS system?
a. Do you reach your final destination during service disruptions?
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b. Does the number of passengers per car change during service disruptions?
c. Do ICS fares change during service disruptions?
d. Is the route covered by ICS constant during service disruptions?

Data Analysis
I took field notes in English and conducted interviews in Spanish. I translated
interviews into English. I used Dedoose software to excerpt, code and categorized my
field notes and transcripts according to Saldaña's (2014) coding protocol. That approach
first requires developing a frame (Schreier, 2014 and Saldaña, 2014) (see Appendix A)
based on the relevant literature and theoretical framework. As the coding continued, I
updated categories and added new code families. For example, since police inspections
were mentioned repeatedly in the interviews, it was added as a new code family within
the service disruptions category. Similarly, I discarded other codes for which there was
little relevance. I included both concept-driven categories, those based on previous
knowledge, and data-driven categories (Schreier, 2014 and Saldaña, 2014). I applied
codes to the text twice and created notes that summarized each subcategory and its
relationship to theory.
Once I coded the field notes and interviews, I took two steps to identify central
themes in interviewee responses. First, to put the evidence in some preliminary order
(Miles and Huberman, 1994, Yin, 2013), I organized codes and categories into an initial
summary of the data through bar charts and/or matrices of each category (see Appendix
B). Second, I adopted an analytical strategy that consisted of relying on a theoretical
orientation and developing a pattern-matching logic. This logic consisted of matching
empirically observed characteristics regarding ICS functions during disruptions, to
theoretically predicted characteristics based on Jeon (2007)’s definitions of effectiveness
and performance (Yin, 2013). This analytic technique was useful to focus attention on
certain data and to guide the presentation of evidence into a rich explanation of the
analyzed case (Creswell, 2013; Yin, 2013). I analyzed data collected for each of the cases
independently. Finally, I conducted a cross-case analysis to compare similarities and
differences. I used field notes to amplify, develop, or corroborate specific points that the
in-person interviews suggested.
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RESULTS
1. What types of service disruptions does Quito’s ICS experience?
The ICS system is interrupted by six types of natural and political disruptions,
including heavy rain and flooding, police inspections, confrontations among drivers and
users, pico y placa (driving restriction in Quito to mitigate traffic congestion during peak
hours. The last digit of license plate determines one day each week that vehicle use is
restricted during 7-9:30 am & 4-7:30), other disturbances (such as roadway paving and
fallen trees), and political protests. Figure 6 includes a list of service disruptions that
interfere in the ways Quito’s ICS provides service.

30

Heavy rain and flooding
21

Police Inspections
Occasional confrontations between drivers
and users

13
12

Pico y placa
9

Other disturbances

9

Political protests
0
Total

5

Mirador community

10

15

20

25

30

35

Comuna Alta community

FIGURE 6: Most common service disruptions to the ICS system
Among the 22 interviews conducted in both communities, all users and drivers
reported heavy rain and flooding as the most frequent and most problematic disruption
that the ICS system faces. As one user, Manuel, noted (Manuel, ICS user, January 2018),
“heavy rain, which usually leads to flooding or damage of road conditions, is a major
disturbance to ICS. ” In addition to the interviewer's responses, I also noted in my
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observations that heavy rain occasioned flooding that disrupted ICS on two occasions
during my data collection process.
Police inspections were identified as the second cause of service disruption by 16
of the 22 interviewed users in both communities. The publicly provided rationale for
these police inspections is to prevent unauthorized vehicles and drivers from transporting
users in unregulated and potentially unsafe ways. According to Quito's regulatory
framework, there are four requirements to be an authorized transportation service in the
city. First, drivers should hold a commercial driver's license. They should also drive an
authorized and registered car, which should be painted according to the city regulations
(yellow for taxis, green, red or blue for buses). Last, drivers should carry with them an
operation permit, which is issued by Quito's Agencia Metropolitana de Tránsito
(Metropolitan Transit Agency) (EL COMERCIO, 2017). Since ICS drivers do not meet
these requirements, police stop drivers and can issue them tickets for their lack of
compliance.
As mentioned by ICS user Veronica, “my main concern is that police inspections
can discontinue ICS functions temporarily, or even for an entire day.” ICS drivers from
both communities agreed that drivers are completely unprotected from police stops and
that the risk of getting caught by the police is high (Daniel, ICS user, January 2018).
According to ICS driver Gabriel, when drivers find out that the police will be conducting
inspections, they stop providing service because it becomes too risky, drivers caught
driving without a commercial license receive fines about three times these Ecuadorian's
monthly salary.
Confrontations among drivers and users were listed as another cause for service
disruptions in 10 interviews of users from both communities. ICS user María said that
occasional confrontations between drivers and users regarding speed, the number of
passengers per car, or preferential fares sometimes disrupt ICS service. Similarly, ICS
driver David told me that passengers are often rude and demanding, which can lead to
confrontations. Three of the five confrontations I observed concerned efforts by
passengers to obtain preferential fares for students or children.
Eight of the 22 interviewed users and drivers identified pico y placa, a city
regulation, as an occasional disruption to the system. Pico y placa is a driving restriction
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in Quito (and in other Latin American cities) that aims to mitigate traffic congestion
during peak hours. The last digit of a license plate determines one day each week that
vehicle use is restricted during 7-9:30 am & 4-7:30 pm. ICS user María and ICS driver
José said that Tuesday and Friday are the most problematic days for ICS in Mirador and
Comuna Alta communities because there are fewer cars available on these pico y placa
days.
In addition to the service disruptions mentioned above, eight users among both
communities identified other factors, such as minor car accidents, fallen trees blocking
routes or paving work on the roads, as causes of service disruptions. Six of the 22
interviewed ICS users and drivers mentioned that it had been a while since ICS suffered
service disruptions due to political protests. Of those six, only two reported it as a current
issue that congested Quito’s central business district.
2. What are the effects of service disruptions to Quito’s ICS on reliability to reach
final destination and consistency in schedule, routes, and fares?
The following section describes how each type of disruption affected the
reliability and consistency of ICS service.
Heavy rain and flooding
Users and drivers from both communities reported that heavy rain affects the
consistent availability and frequency of ICS. Heavy rain, which usually leads to flooding
and/or damaged roads, creates traffic. Traffic can be chaotic and often completely block
accessibility to neighborhoods. Since road conditions can become inaccessible during
these events, not all cars are able to reach the communities, which decreases the usual
number of vehicles serving ICS stops. Since traffic increases during days of heavy rain,
the cars that are able to access both communities are fewer and arrive at their ICS stops
with delays. As a result, long lines of users form at designated stops. Manuel, an ICS
user, described his experience below:
It depends on how heavy the rain is, the main issue is that when the rain is
heavy, the main route gets flooded, potholes come back again, and not all cars
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are able to come up. When this happens, everything gets delayed (Manuel, ICS
user, January 2018).
Similarly, field notes observations corroborated the reported delays. According to
my notes, on both occasions, when heavy rain and flooding were observed, fewer cars
were able to access the community and the lines of ICS users waiting for cars increased
to up to twenty people.
Police inspections
Users and drivers identified police inspections as one of the most problematic
disruptions to the ICS system, although not the most frequent. According to ICS users
and drivers, police inspections are the only disruption that affects ICS's reliability, in
terms of ensuring that passengers reach their final destination. Drivers described being
able to maneuver around flooded streets but not the police. Users and drivers from both
communities reported that unexpected police inspections could result in severe fines to
drivers (about three times the Ecuadorian’s monthly basic salary). The prospect of such
fines results in most ICS drivers suspending activities until the police leave the
community. When police inspections occur, police can wander around in the
neighborhoods for hours, or even days. Compared to heavy rain and flooding, disruptions
from police inspections are more severe. Heavy rain and flooding resulted in longer wait
times and less frequent service for users, but police inspections often stop service
completely, causing a reliability issue. Manuel and Gabriel, ICS users, shared their
experience with such circumstances:
Uhhhh, that is a mess [referring to police inspections]. If the police are around,
cars will not come here because they will get into a lot of trouble. So on those
days I rather walk, because the wait can be too long. I don't think that is fair,
honestly. We are a good community, we all want to work so we can provide for
our families, we are not harming

anybody, they should let them drive and

work in peace. Or at least that’s what I think. For us, it is a problem as well
because if a car gets stopped by the police, we have to get off the car and walk the
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rest of the journey, and we have to walk fast, so we are not late (Manuel, ICS
user, January 2018).
It is impossible to work during those days [referring to the days of police
inspections], it is too risky. If you get caught, you could get a fine of $1100, and
nobody wants to take that risk. So when I find out that the police are around, I
would rather go home for the day (Gabriel, ICS driver, January 2018).
In addition, members of both communities suggested that police inspections are very
often associated with corrupt practices from the police officers in charge. According to
community members, drivers try to avoid the inspections because of the amount of
money involved to pay police off. Drivers interviewed mentioned that the majority of the
times when they are stopped, the police initially ask for a bribe. If ICS drivers refuse
them, they receive a ticket. Luis, an ICS user, shares his testimony below:
They haven't come in a while, but when they are around, cars cannot enter the
community, because if they do, they will get crazy tickets. My neighbor's brother
got a ticket last October, they say it was $1200, he has been gone since then, the
family says he hasn't gone back, who could possibly pay that? They come here
looking for money. If drivers don't pay them, they won't leave them alone. So yes,
when the police are here, cars disappear. And we… We wait. Or we start walking
to the city. Sometimes cars are able to access the community at 11 or 12,
depending on when the police leave. Or some others they just don't come (Luis,
ICS user, January 2018).
Occasional confrontations between drivers and users
Confrontations among users and drivers affect the consistent frequency of ICS.
Occasional confrontations can lead to minor ICS delays. Discussions regarding travel
speed and the number of passengers per car can delay passengers boarding and make the
wait time for service longer. Some passengers ask drivers to decrease their speed before
they board the car, which generates a discussion and longer wait times at subsequent
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stops. Although these confrontations are a disruption that delays service for other
passengers, all who reported them (13 users and four drivers) did not consider it an
impediment to reaching their final destinations:
That [referring to confrontations among users and drivers] is not a problem that
prevents us from reaching our destinations on time, but it is annoying (Maria, ICS
user, January 2018).
Pico y placa, political protests and other occasional disturbances
Pico y placa, political protests, and other occasional disruptions such as fallen
trees and paving work along the routes affect the consistency of availability and
frequency of ICS. These disruptions were reported as events that reduce the availability
of ICS cars and create moderate delays for ICS vehicles serving the Mirador and Comuna
Alta communities. As a consequence, when these disruptions occur, passenger travel time
is delayed. Although these delays are generally short, they affect the user's experience
and ability to plan their day. As mentioned by Maria, for ICS users, it is difficult to plan
activities during the day without knowing if potential delays will occur. Maria and
Manuel, ICS users, shared their experience with this concerns in their interviews:
It is difficult to leave a good impression on your new job if you show up late
more than once in your first month. I cannot take that risk anymore, so I always
leave my house half an hour early. Most of the time I arrive at my job earlier
than what I need, but that is the only way I make sure I get there on time (Maria,
ICS user, January 2018)
Since we have fewer cars in those days [referring to days when pico y placa
occurs], everything gets slower, and we should definitely have more cars
(Manuel, ICS user, January 2018).
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a) How reliable is ICS for users to reach their final destination during service
disruptions?
As reported by all ICS users and drivers, despite service disruptions and their
effect on ICS, drivers always find a way to reach passengers' final destination. Except
when police inspections occur since ICS function is unpredictable under those conditions
and ICS can cease to function for hours or for an entire day. Veronica, an ICS user, was
simply happy to have a transportation option available:
ICS is a great solution for our communities. I am so happy we have a
transportation option available, I know people whose communities do not have
ICS, it may be terrible. I know people complain a lot, they complain about the
speed, the fares, the flooding, so many things.. And I get it, it can always be
better, but I am honestly happy with the service. The only issue is the police… but
besides that, those cars are always here to help us. It is a relief to know I can go
to the city when I need it (Veronica, ICS user, January 2018).
In addition, ICS user Luis (Luis, ICS user) mentioned that he and his neighbors
can trust in the system, that they know the drivers, and that despite disruptions or
eventualities, he knows ICS drivers will be around to provide the service. Likewise,
Teresa, an ICS user, shared her experience regarding reaching her job site with ICS:
Reaching our job sites is not a problem, thanks to ICS. Sometimes it gets delayed,
and we have to wait longer than expected. But we know we can count on it.
Except for the days when the police are around, of course. Police inspections
change everything (Teresa, ICS user, January 2018).
b) What is the availability and frequency of ICS during service disruptions?
Besides police inspections, disruptions usually result in unexpected changes in
schedules and delays that can range from 10 to 40 minutes (Alvaro, ICS driver, January
2018), depending on the issue that is creating the difficulty. Field notes were helpful to
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observe how some disruptions, such as pico y placa, tend to reduce the availabilities of
cars. Flooding reduced ICS accessibility to the communities served, and some others,
such as user-driver confrontations, sometimes delay the passenger boarding process.
However, ICS drivers described being able to maneuver around these disruptions (except
for police inspections), to provide ICS service accord with established schedules.
Although the time ICS services are delayed varies significantly depending on the
disruption. Drivers reported they always work to ensure that the system is available, and
frequency is disrupted as little as possible. According to users, although there are
different disruptions that may inevitably delay the ICS, they are manageable and do not
occur often. Generally, ICS service flows with ease. Users reported they are always able
to reach their final destination during times of service disruptions. However, changes in
schedules represent delays at the moment of reaching work, school, among other
services. Patricia, an ICS user, shares her perception in her interview:
In those cases [delays due to flooding], people gather at the stop and wait for
cars to pick them up, and if traffic is too heavy, it takes longer. It bothers me
because my son attends high school, so we need to leave very early so he can
make it on time (Patricia, ICS user, January 2018).
c) How much do service fares fluctuate based on time of day, route and driver
during service disruptions?
Generally, all service disruptions are treated equally. The delays caused by them
do not affect fares or the number of passengers per car. According to users and drivers
from Mirador and Comuna Alta, regardless of service disruptions, the ICS fare remains
constant at $0.50, and the maximum number of passengers per car is four passengers plus
occasionally kids on parents' laps (María, ICS user).
DISCUSSION
The research presented above have deepened current understanding of ICS.
Existing definitions focus on ICS’ effectiveness and performance under normal
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conditions (Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007) but are insufficient to describe
the disruptions this self-organized system faces in the communities it serves, and how
ICS’s effectiveness and performance vary in the events of those disruptions.
My interviews reported that ICS face six types of disruptions, including heavy
rain and flooding, police inspections, confrontations among drivers and users, pico y
placa, other disturbances such as fallen trees, and political protests. These findings
suggest that this self-organized system can function even as it faces natural and political
disruptions, a characteristic that had not been identified in previous ICS studies. In
addition, these findings contribute to existing literature regarding Quito's transportation
network in general. There is evidence that indicates that Quito's transportation network is
occasionally disrupted by floods and political protests (El Telégrafo, 2017; El Universo,
2017). Findings in this research suggest that there are other transportation networks in the
city, such as ICS, that are interrupted by those and four additional types of disruptions
that have not been previously recognized. Understanding the contextual conditions in
which Quito's transport networks operate, and the disruptions to which they are exposed,
provides valuable information to decision-makers, and therefore, can conduct to more
effective transport policy.
Second, results indicate that besides police inspections, disruptions tend to lead to
minor delays in the system. ICS users and drivers indicated that depending on the type of
disruption, the system experiences unexpected changes in schedules that can delay the
system for 10 to 40 minutes. These findings suggest that when dealing with natural and
political disruptions, the consistency of the availability and frequency of ICS is altered,
which can delay works headed to work, school and other services. Yet, users and drivers
described learning to maneuver around these disruptions and delays (except for police
inspections that can suspend ICS service for hours or even for the entire day).
These findings suggest that ICS has the ability to maintain essential features and
function in terms of Jeon's (2007) indicators of effectiveness (reliability) and
performance (consistency), while counteracting impacts from uncertain natural and
political events, except for police inspections. Although disruptions lead to minor
changes in the consistency of availability and frequency of ICS, surprisingly, disruptions
do not lead to changes in ICS's reliability to reach its user's final destination. Despite
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ICS's informal dimension and its past reputation to have inconsistent reliability among its
users and drivers (Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Kassa, 2014), ICS
appears to be a resilient transportation option for these communities. When permitted to
run in the face of disruptions, whether natural or political, ICS appears to be able to adapt
to ensure that its passengers get to their desired locations in a timely manner, which is an
indication of resilience.
Third, the majority of the events currently disrupting ICS could be avoided with
the support of the City. For instance, confrontations between drivers and users due to ICS
speed limit, floods due to inadequate road conditions, and corrupt practices, could be
avoided through regulatory policies and infrastructure improvements. Another disruption
that could only be avoided with municipal support is police inspections. Since ICS is selforganized and does not meet the requirements of any institution, police inspections
represent a disruption for their service unless ICS is legitimized by Quito’s Agencia
Metropolitana de Tránsito (Metropolitan Transit Agency). Regulation, and therefore legal
recognition and approval to operate under specific conditions could also help mitigate the
police corruption reported by ICS users and drivers. Similar regulation of informal
sectors has helped promote social inclusion among informal recyclers and lead to
increased sustainability in other sectors in Latin American cities (Martinez, 2010). The
successful adoption of legal status among informal waste pickers in Bogota, Colombia
resulted from a mutual agreement between the informal working group and the City’s
municipality. According to Dias (2017), after several petitions, Bogota’s informal waste
pickers succeeded in getting a Constitutional Court to rule in their favor by granting them
legal rights to access, sort, and recycle reclaimable materials. Bogota’s municipality set
safety regulations that these informal waste pickers had to meet.
In addition, this study’s findings suggest that despite users' and drivers' efforts to
remain connected to the city through ICS, city actions, such as police inspections,
sometimes block and interrupt these communities' efforts to remain connected. One
reason why the government may want to restrict ICS is to promote safety and avoid
potential competition with existing services. Legal recognition of ICS would ensure these
concerns are addressed as well.
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This research suggests that if ICS is able to function properly during
circumstances of natural and political disruptions, it is also able to thrive and strengthen
both service and connectivity. These findings suggest that regulating ICS, and therefore
legitimate it as a transportation option, could help address the disconnection of peripheral
communities. To preserve the valuable and resilient features represented by ICS,
regulation should be approached as an articulation to Quito's existing transport network.
It should be approached as a mutual collaboration to secure the seamless connection of
the city’s both formal and informal transport systems.
In addition, we need to redefine how we operationalize regulation. Existing
evidence shows that traditional regulation tends to be inefficient, vulnerable to disruptive
events of practices of corruption, which can be counterproductive (Ardila-Gomez, 2012;
Golub et al., 2009). The reason why these regulatory approaches related to ICS have not
previously worked is because they sought to impose standardized transportation
regulations that focus exclusively on performance and coverage indicators, and ignored
communities’ self-generative capacity. Existing approaches to regulation promote
transportation uniformity (Golub et al., 2009) to all systems, and fail to acknowledge the
effort and input communities have put into these existing informal systems to make them
work in their unique contexts.
Policymakers should explore ways to articulate ICS with existing transport
networks by regulating and making ICS a legitimate transportation option within the city.
ICS should be legitimated for its own sake, not only on the grounds of transportation
performance and coverage but also on the grounds of the self-generative capacity it
represents. This research highlights the importance of considering notions of resilience
and not just performance when evaluating transportation and regulation policy
interventions.
Limitations
The limitations of this research include the accuracy of data reported by
participants interviewed and the influence of the most common service disruptions during
the data collection process. The data collected for this study is limited to participant's
capacity to recall the events they were interviewed about accurately, and their willingness
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to provide truthful information. To address this concern, I conducted interviews in
sequential order and provided relevant context and examples regarding each question. I
also highlighted the fact that this research was purely academic, anonymous, and had no
association with any political party. Similarly, I collected data during times when Quito's
flooding and political protests happened to be frequent. Although these events could have
influenced participants' responses, I carefully asked participants to reflect on the
disruptions they had faced on previous occasions as well.
CONCLUSIONS
This research characterized how ICS functions during events of service
disruptions. Current definitions describe ICS as a system with erratic schedules, poor
capacity, lack of consistency, lack of speed limit regulations, among others (ArdilaGomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Kassa, 2014; Raynor, 2014). However, those
definitions focus on ICS's effectiveness and performance dimensions only. The findings
presented in this paper deepen understanding of how ICS functions by describing the six
types of disruptions ICS commonly experience in Quito's two of peripheral communities,
and the effects of those challenges in ICS's usual effectiveness and performance
according to Jeon's (2009) indicators.
Results indicate that ICS can function in the events of six types of disruptions,
including heavy rain and flooding, police inspections, confrontations among drivers and
users, pico y placa, other disturbances such as fallen trees, and political protests. These
findings expand our current understanding of ICS by pointing out the disruptions it faces.
It also expands literature regarding Quito's transportation networks in general. These
findings contribute to a more effective transport policy by deepening the understanding of
how Quito's different transportation networks operate and the disruptions they
experience.
In addition, findings indicate that when dealing with natural and political
disruptions, consistency of the availability and frequency of ICS is altered, which
occasions service delays. Yet, users and drivers described learning to maneuver around
these disruptions and implications. They described ICS as reliable. Except for days when
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police inspections occur (since these can suspend ICS service an entire day or longer).
These findings suggest that when permitted to run, despite its informal dimension, ICS is
resilient towards natural and political disruptions, and is able to function adequately.
Finally, findings indicate that the majority of the events that are currently
disrupting ICS could be avoided with the support of the City. Therefore, findings suggest
that regulating ICS could help address communities' disconnection. Existing approaches
to regulation promote transportation uniformity and fail to acknowledge the input
communities put into these systems to make it work. These findings suggest ICS should
be legitimated in its contextual conditions. It should be regularized not only on the
grounds of transportation performance and coverage, but also on the grounds of its
community self-generative capacity. This research highlights the importance of
considering notions of resilience and not just performance when evaluating transportation
and regulation policy interventions. Proper regulation, and therefore legitimation of ICS
could imply communities’ improved connection to the city center and less vulnerability
towards the effects of natural and political disruptions.
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CHAPTER 4: ICS ADAPTATION STRATEGIES TO SERVICE DISRUPTIONS
IN LATIN AMERICAN CITIES
ABSTRACT
Latin American cities are challenged by the effects of population growth,
inequality, unstable political cycles, corruption, and the effects of climate change. As a
consequence, the quality of life for Latin Americans is being compromised. One of the
main challenges the region is facing is the lack of resilience in its cities and in its multiple
infrastructure systems. However, many cities in the region do not understand how these
systems function. Informal Car Share (ICS) exists in many cities but is not well
understood by local governments. ICS is a self-organized system of private vehicles that
provide transportation for a fare. ICS is unregulated by any type of government. Just like
other, more formal transportation systems, ICS is facing natural and political disruptions
while it continues to grow. However, existing definitions of ICS are based on traditional
effectiveness and performance indicators, and these are insufficient to describe how it
functions and adapts to system disruptions. The research presented here explores the
characteristics of ICS that make it resilient. I used UN-Habitat (2018)'s resiliency
characteristics: persistency, adaptability and inclusiveness to explore ICS. I used the City
of Quito, Ecuador, as an analytic case because of its similarity with many developing
cities within the Andean region of South America. I focused on two peripheral
communities and conducted 22 semi-structured interviews with drivers and users.
Findings show that users and drivers within the ICS network use eight basic strategies to
circumvent natural and political disruptions. These eight adaptation strategies align well
with UN-Habitat (2018)'s features of resilient urban systems. While ICS is an illegal,
unregulated and informal system, how it functions and adapts may provide insights useful
for more formal transportation systems that operate in similar political and built
environments.
Keywords: Informal Transport, Informal Car Share, Self-Organized Systems,
Urban Resilience, Resilient Transportation Systems, Latin American cities, Quito,
Ecuador
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INTRODUCTION
Latin America’s population is expected to grow from 588 to 660 million people
by 2025 (Reyer et al., 2017). Such growth makes Latin America the most urbanized of
the world’s developing regions (IDB, 2019). However, this growth and development have
not been properly planned. As a consequence, 25% of the region’s population lives in
poverty (Reyer et al., 2017) and is characterized by unstable political cycles, a weak
public security system, and corruption (Machado et al., 2011). This context gets
aggravated by the effects of global warming and climate change (Reyer et al., 2017;
World Bank, 2014). Accordingly, the quality of life of the region’s population is being
compromised.
One of the main challenges Latin America is facing is the lack of urban resilience
towards the social, economic and environmental disruptions its cities and its multiple
systems face (Reyer et al., 2017). Urban resilience is the ability cities and their
individuals, communities, systems, and institutions have to survive, function and grow
despite catastrophes or impacts they may experience (Familiar, 2014). According to UNHABITAT (2018), a city is considered resilient when its different systems are persistent,
adaptable, and inclusive.
To achieve resilience, however, first, cities need to understand how their multiple
systems function (Meerow et al., 2016; UN-HABITAT, 2018). Cities that are not aware
of the current situation of their systems are more vulnerable to the impacts of disruptions.
Informal Car Share (ICS) is an example of many Latin American cities' complex
transportation systems that, by definition, is unregulated, and generally not wellunderstood.
ICS is a self-organized system that consists of private vehicles that provide
transportation for a fare, and that is neither taxed nor monitored by any type of
government (Cervero, 2000). ICS faces natural and political disruptions and is growing to
meet the demands for an expanding population. However, existing characterizations of
ICS focus on standardized indicators of effectiveness and performance only (ArdilaGomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007), and are insufficient to describe the overall
functionality and resilient characteristics of ICS systems.
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This research characterizes ICS using elements from the UN-HABITAT (2018)’s
definition of resilience, including characteristics of persistence, adaptability, and
inclusiveness. More specifically, I analyzed characteristics of the strategies that allow
ICS to maintain essential functions in these communities while counteracting impacts
from various service disruptions.
I used the City of Quito, Ecuador, as an analytic case because of its similarity
with many developing cities within the Andean region of South America. I focused on
two peripheral communities in Quito, called Mirador and Comuna Alta. I conducted
semi-structured interviews with drivers and users and took field notes of my
observations. I used data from my field notes to amplify and corroborate specific points
that people in the in-person interviews suggested.
The following section provides more rationale for the significance of this issue,
outlines why I employed this approach to explore the resilient characteristics of ICS, and
suggests how this research fills a gap in the current literature regarding informal
transportation.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Latin America is a highly heterogeneous region in terms of its demography,
biodiversity, and economic and socio-politic context. It is expected to grow to 660
million (Reyer et al., 2017) by the end of 2020, which will make of Latin America and
the Caribbean the most urbanized within the developing region (IDB, 2019). However,
this growth and development have not been properly planned.
Its unplanned population growth and development, along with its mountainous
geographical constraints, among other factors, have significantly affected the economic
and socio-political context of the region. Reyer et al ( 2017) has estimated that 25% of its
population lives in poverty and that 12% of its population lives in extreme poverty (Reyer
et al., 2017). In addition, Latin America is characterized by unstable political cycles, a
weak public security system, and corruption (Machado et al., 2011).
The mentioned socio-economic issue is aggravated by the effects of climate
change. Due to cities' unsustainable development patterns, Kingstone (2018) estimates
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that the planet will inevitably warm up at least 1.5 ° C in the next 20 years. As a
consequence, Latin American glaciers will continue to melt, precipitation and
hydrological cycles will change, there will be large-scale environmental, forest and
biodiversity degradation (including the Amazon jungle), and coral reefs will experience a
massive bleaching event (Reyer et al., 2017).
According to Reyer et al. (2017), Vergara (2013), World Bank (2014), and 100RC
(2018), the impact of these changes in a region, with such socio-political vulnerability as
Latin America, represents a threat to its progress and wellbeing. Consequently, these
impacts will increasingly compromise the quality of life in the region, especially from the
most vulnerable groups of society. Therefore, the effects of these disruptions on people's
quality of life should be avoided.
For these reasons, Latin American cities need to commit to adopt sustainable
development patterns and to promote urban resilience. Urban resilience is the ability
cities and their individuals, communities, systems, and institutions have to survive,
function and grow despite the catastrophes or impacts that it may experiences (Familiar,
2014), whether those disruptions are sudden or slow-source, expected or unexpected
(UN-HABITAT, 2018).
A city is considered resilient when its different systems are persistent, adaptable,
and inclusive (Leichenko, 2011; UN-HABITAT, 2018). As noted by UN-HABITAT
(2018), a system is persistent when it incorporates coping mechanisms to tolerate
disruptions while it protects its people and assets, maintains and restores essential
services, and ensure reliability during and after a disruption. A system is adaptable when
it diversifies its services, functions, and processes by establishing alternatives to absorb,
adjust and evolve in the face of changing circumstances. In addition, a system is inclusive
when it recognizes that people in vulnerable situations are among most affected by
hazards, and therefore, focus on people by promoting equity, the fulfillment of human
rights, and comprehensive participation in all governance processes (UN-HABITAT,
2018).
To achieve urban resilience, cities need holistically to understand the features and
dimensions of their physical and social systems (Meerow et al., 2016; UN-HABITAT,
2018). Lack of awareness of the persistence, adaptability and inclusiveness dimensions of
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their systems, as well as the potential impacts of their interdependencies and risks, will
make cities more vulnerable to the catastrophes or impacts they may experience.
Informal Car Share (ICS) is an example of cities' complex transportation systems
that have not yet been holistically understood. ICS is a self-organized system that consists
of private vehicles that provide transportation for a fare, and that is neither taxed nor
regulated by any type of government (Cervero, 2000). Communities served by ICS are
usually peripheral, isolated, and do not have access to their cities’ public transportation
network (Cervero, 2000; Guerra et al., 2017; Raynor, 2014b).
ICS contributes to global economic growth, development, and provides critical
economic opportunities for disadvantaged groups (Dovey, 2012; Neuwirth, 2012). In
addition, ICS is occasionally adapting to natural and political disruptions, and although
disruptions tend to weaken systems (Mattsson & Jenelius, 2015), Latin America’s ICS
efforts are functioning and growing (El Telégrafo, 2016) despite those disruptions, which
is a possible indication of resilience. However, ICS systems operates without cities or
governments understanding either their characteristics how they function, or their ability
to adapt to service disruptions.
Existing definitions of ICS focus on standard indicators of effectiveness and
performance (Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007), and are insufficient to
describe the overall functionality and resilience characteristics of these self-organized
systems. These definitions focus on car counts, ICS’s lack of continuity, lack of
governmental regulation, internal organization and technology, type of ICS vehicles, and
on its average traffic speeds and contributions to traffic and air and noise pollution
(Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000; Golub et al., 2009; Raynor, 2014; Valenzuela Jr
et al., 2005). However, these characterizations are not helpful to understand the resilient
characteristics of these self-organized systems. So we need to understand ICS from a
different perspective. One beyond traditional indicators of effectiveness and performance.
One from an urban resilience perspective.
The research presented here characterizes ICS using UN-HABITAT (2018)’s
resiliency features about persistence, adaptability, and inclusiveness. I used the City of
Quito, Ecuador, as an analytic case because of its similarity with many developing cities
within the Andean region of South America. In these cities, ICS is rapidly growing to fill
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the gap that insufficient provision of transportation options is constantly creating.
Preliminary studies have suggested that Quito's ICS drivers are highly motivated to keep
their working (Guerra et al., 2017). In addition, in these cities, ICS systems occasionally
face natural and political disruptions. These include heavy rain and flooding, police
inspections, occasional confrontations among drivers and users, pico y placa (Quito’s
driving restriction to mitigate traffic congestion during peak hours. The last digit of
license plate determines one day each week that a vehicle will be restricted during 7-9:30
am & 4-7:30), other disturbances (such as paving and fallen trees), and political protests.
I examined what strategies allow ICS to maintain essential functions in these
communities while addressing service disruptions. I then analyze those system’s features
in terms of persistence, adaptability and inclusiveness, UN-HABITAT (2018)’s features
for resilient systems in urban contexts. Exploring ICS' resilient capacity is a first step to
understanding the value that such self-organized systems contribute to urban resilience.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
I developed the following research questions to describe ICS’s strategies to
overcome both natural and political service disruptions while continuing to function as a
mechanism linking members of marginalized communities to the city, and to explore
driver’s motivation towards ICS’s adaptability capacity:
1. How do ICS users adapt to the impacts arising from service disruptions?
2. How do ICS drivers adapt to the impacts arising from service disruptions?
3. What motivates drivers to overcome these disruptions consistently?
METHODOLOGY
I used a multiple-case study methodology because I explored the resilient
characteristics of Quito's ICS in the selected peripheral communities—and I could not
manipulate the behavior of those involved in the study—, and because the research focus
was to address "how," and "what" questions (Creswell, 2013; Yin, 2013). Case studies
rely on a replication logic to provide analytical generalizations (Yin, 1984), and multiple
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cases increase the robustness of such findings by replicating the patterns (Yin, 2013). I
chose two representative cases of Quito’s ICS systems. Each case served to confirm or
disconfirm the conclusions drawn from the other (Yin, 1984). This study was limited to
ICS cases that emerged in underserved peripheral communities located in Latin
America’s Andes.
Case Selection
This analysis examined themes, similarities, and differences across the two case
communities (Mathison, 2005). I selected each case carefully from a database provided
by Quito’s municipality (Unidad Regula Tu Barrio). This resource included 493 informal
settlements in the city periphery in which ICS is commonly found (MDMQ, 2017). Of
the 493 informal settlements named, I visited 18 of those communities and observed the
ICS systems of 6 of those in a field study in 2016. From those six communities, I chose
the two communities that were most accessible, and that had similar characteristics to the
ones treated in ICS literature.
Figure 4 shows the two case communities selected: Mirador and Comuna Alta.
These communities are located in environmental and geographically urban areas, are
surrounded by informal urban practices, and household conditions, including housing
materials and road accessibility, are precarious. Both Mirador and Comuna Alta have
access to water, sanitation and electricity, but they lack communal infrastructure such as
public space, garbage collectors, and sidewalks. In addition, access to educational
institutions, health centers, recreational centers, and other communal amenities is limited.
ICS routes start at the periphery of both communities and connect dwellers to the
city center. ICS drivers in Mirador and Comuna Alta travel routes that are one part of a
longer trip since most ICS users use the service to reach Cotocollao park and Iñaquito
respectively, from where they can access Quito's transportation system spine, to which
they transfer to complete their daily commute. The distance between residential dwellings
in both Mirador and Comuna Alta to ICS stops is shorter than the distance to a formal bus
stop when available. While Mirador dwellers do not have access to formal buses,
Comuna Alta's nearest bus stop is 1.5km away and provides service twice per hour. ICS
operates during peak hours every 3 minutes in both communities. ICS systems connect
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Mirador and Comuna Alta to the city and represent the most-functional link for residents
of these communities to obtain transport to work and other necessary city services.

FIGURE 4: Mirador and Comuna Alta in Quito, Ecuador are the two chosen
communities for literal replication
Data Collection
I took field notes and conducted semi-structured interviews in January of 2018.
The field notes recorded observations on the strategies used by Quito’s ICS to adapt to
service disruptions. I also rode ICS as a user in the two case communities during days of
floods or political protests (4 times in total). I documented those experiences in a journal.
I conducted interviews with users and drivers who live and use ICS in the two selected
communities. I selected participants purposively based on their knowledge of ICS and its
adaptation practices. I attempted heterogeneity in the participants by asking ICS users
and drivers how long they have participated in ICS. Ten of the selected subjects had one
year or less of experience while the other 12 had more. I conducted a total of 22
interviews with ICS's users and drivers (12 and 10 at Mirador and Comuna Alta,
respectively). I recorded field notes and conducted interviews during Quito's rainy season
and right before a constitutional referendum re-imposing presidential and legislative term
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limits that was approved by the Ecuadorian constitutional court. I collected my data
during a major flood event and amidst political protests.
I approached both users and drivers at departure and arrival stops and asked if
they would be willing to participate in an interview. Interview questions included:
1. Users: When your typical experience of using ICS differs due to a service
disruption,
a. How do you face/overcome the disruption?
b. Are there changes that you usually apply?
c. How do you first learn about the disruption?
d. Do you communicate with other users or drivers about the disruptions?
e. Do you suggest or coordinate specific actions with others?
Drivers: When your typical experience of driving ICS differs due to a service
disruption,
f. How do you face/overcome the disruption?
g. Are there strategies that you usually attempt?
h. How do you first learn about the disruption?
i. Do you communicate with other drivers or users about the disruptions?
j. Do you suggest or coordinate specific actions?
k. What is your motivation to be a driver for this system?
Data Analysis
I took field notes in English and conducted interviews in Spanish. I transcribed
the interviews in Spanish and then translated them to English. I used Dedoose software to
excerpt, code, and categorize the field notes and transcripts according to Saldaña's (2014)
coding protocol. The protocol first requires developing a coding frame (Schreier, 2014 and
Saldaña, 2014) (see Appendix A) to detail the different code categories developed from
reviewing relevant literature regarding the three essential features of urban resilience:
persistence, adaptability and inclusiveness. As I proceeded with the coding, I included both
concept-driven categories, those based on previous knowledge regarding ICS and urban
resilience, and data-driven categories, those based on the data collected from interviewing
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ICS users and drivers (Schreier, 2014 and Saldaña, 2014). Subsequently, I twice applied

codes and notes that summarized each subcategory to the transcripts.
Once I finished coding the field notes and interviews, I took two steps to identify
emerging trends among interviewees. First, to put the evidence in some preliminary order
(Miles and Huberman, 1994, Yin, 2013), I organized codes and categories in an initial
summary of the data through bar charts and/or matrixes of each category (see Appendix
B). Second, I adopted an analytical strategy that relied on theoretical orientation. I
developed a pattern-matching logic that consisted of matching empirically observed
events to theoretically predicted events (Yin, 2013). In this case, I matched adaptation
strategies reported by ICS users and drivers to the three essential features encompassed in
resilient urban systems: persistency, adaptability and inclusiveness, as established by UNHABITAT (2018). This analytic technique was useful to focus attention on certain data

and to guide the presentation of evidence into a rich explanation of the analyzed case
(Yin, 2013). I examined data collected for each of the cases independently. Finally, I
conducted a cross-case analysis to contrast similarities and differences among the cases. I
used field notes to amplify, develop, or corroborate specific points that the in-person
interviews suggested. The following section presents categories used in the data analysis
process as headings for discussion of this study’s results.
RESULTS
Users and drivers from both Mirador and Comuna Alta reported eight adaptation
strategies to counteract the six different sorts of natural and political service disruptions
that tend to block routes and decrease accessibility: heavy rain and flooding, police
inspections, occasional confrontations among drivers and users, pico y placa, other
disturbances (such as paving and fallen trees), and political protests. These strategies,
which allow ICS users and drives to ensure service consistency and reliability, are
aligned with the three main features that urban systems should have to be considered
resilient according to UN-Habitat (2018). This section presents categories used in the
data analysis process for both users and drivers.
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1. What strategies do Quito’s ICS users and drivers employ to counteract impacts
arising from service disruptions?
ICS’ users and drivers include a strong communication network among users,
neighbors, and drivers that allow the system to adapt schedules and stops quickly that
also prompts and ownership and responsibility in the ICS system. In addition to these
shared strategies, ICS drivers showed evidence to adapt the number of cars available
quickly, adapt their routes promptly in the face of challenging conditions.
Persistence dimension
According to UN-HABITAT (2018), a system is persistent when it incorporates
coping mechanisms to tolerate disruptions while it protects its people and assets,
maintains and restores essential services, and ensures reliability during and after a
disruption. Findings indicate that ICS system is persistent because its users and drivers
constantly implement innovative communication networks, evidence an internal
governance structure, and a culture of ownership and responsibility in ICS as
mechanisms to ensure service during and after different disruptions. The communication
network, internal governance structure, and culture of ownership is further explained
below.
Communication Network
Users
All ten interviewed users reported having a strong communication network among
ICS users to counteract service disruptions such as heavy rain and flooding, police
inspections, pico y placa, other disturbances such as paving and fallen trees, and political
protests. Users reported that they learn about any relevant information at the ICS stop in a
timely manner. Information and notifications are shared with users by a designated driver
who meets passengers at the usual ICS stop. Relevant information includes directions on
where to meet ICS cars in the event of route blockages due to flooding, paving events,
fallen trees or any other accessibility issue. It also includes information regarding ICS’
estimated time of arrival and potential delays due to unusual traffic occasioned by pico y
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placa and political protests. This information also includes notifications in those cases
when the service is suspended due to the presence of police inspections.
Once some users have the information delivered by the designated driver,
information gets spread in a chain. Users share the information with neighbors and other
users either at ICS stops, or as soon as they run into each other on their way to their usual
ICS stops. Teresa, a member of the Mirador community, explained that ICS users get
together at the stop, which is considered the information point for any relevant changes
such as announcements of delays or route updates (Teresa, ICS user, January 2018). Luis,
ICS user, shared his vision on this matter in his interview:
Well.. I usually find out if cars are late or not when I run into someone on my way
to the ICS stop. If I do not run into anybody on my way there, I usually hear
people talking about it once you reach the ICS stop as well. There is always
someone that heard something from a driver or something like that. But most
issues are easy to manage really (Luis, ICS user, January 2018).
Similarly, Patricia, a member of the Comuna Alta community, informed me that
drivers make sure to deliver important information to users at the ICS stop (Patricia, ICS
user, January 2018). According to David, it is very easy to adapt to drivers’ changes
because everybody is aware of them through ICS stop, their information point. David
also mentioned that instructions, such as where to go, or how long drivers will be
delayed, are usually easy to follow as well (David, ICS user, January 2018).
Drivers
According to all twelve interviewed ICS drivers, one of their main strategies to
overcome natural and political disruptions is the sophisticated communication network
they have created. This network uses a WhatsApp Chat (which is an online free
messaging platform) to allow drivers within the ICS system to stay in touch constantly. In
addition to those people who can be contacted in WhatsApp, this network includes
designated persons in charge of calling drivers who cannot afford a smartphone, which is
needed to use WhatsApp. By this modality, drivers have been able to overcome the fact
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that not everybody has the same technology. Santiago, a driver, described this framework
in his interview:
Most of us are in the chat, except for a couple of folks that do not have WhatsApp
in their phones. In those cases, we have people in charge of calling them. We all
know who to call when we need to. But we only call them when there are changes
in route' structures or schedules. We stay in touch when we need to, it is easy
(Santiago, ICS driver, January 2018).
Through this channel of communication, drivers are kept informed of the
disruptions, such as route blockages or delays. According to Oscar (Oscar, ICS driver,
January 2018), the first driver that observes a disruption reports it to the chat, so

everybody else within the ICS system is informed. Carlos and Jose, ICS drivers, shared
their comments on how communications work among drivers:
We talk with the other drivers by our WhatsApp chat, that's the fastest way to keep
up with everything that could possibly change in the morning shifts (Carlos, ICS
driver, January 2018).
We are always in touch. For example, if a street is flooded or if there is more
traffic than expected, the first driver on spotting it will message the [WhatsApp]
chat to update us all. Now, if we are changing a route or if we need to call more
drivers, the on-call driver will send another message with instructions to the chat.
We are always talking, that's how we do it (Jose, ICS driver, January 2018).
Once the information is shared within the chat, drivers discuss and agree on
pertinent changes in route structures and schedules. According to Oscar, everybody
spreads the word quickly, so drivers are occasionally re-routing people as necessary
(Oscar, ICS driver, January 2018).
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Internal governance structure
Drivers
Four of twelve interviewed drivers talked about their internal governance
structure and how it is beneficial in dealing with disruptions, such as heavy rain and
flooding, police inspections, pico y placa, other disturbances (such as paving and fallen
trees), and political protests. Drivers explained that they are organized with a president,
vice-president, a secretary and a treasurer (Carlos, ICS driver, January 2018). The leaders
of their organizations are elected by all drivers in an annual meeting. Drivers and their
elected leaders meet regularly to discuss ICS functionality, and any other concerns
drivers may have. In addition to electing ICS leaders, drivers' internal organization
includes assigning "on-duty drivers." As explained by Daniel (Daniel, ICS driver, January
2018), this governance structure allows drivers to take turns “on-duty" to organize

community members at pickup, and drop-off stops, to help to communicate relevant
changes regarding service disruptions, and to assist with unexpected situations. Carlos
and Santiago, ICS drivers, described the ICS governance structure in their interviews:
We have our own president, vice president, secretary, and treasurer. I have been
part of this community for almost 20 years now. I have recently been elected
president. I knew it was going to be a lot of work, but I am happy to do it. One of
the things we do is that drivers who are in pico y placa days [Quito's driving
restriction in Quito to mitigate traffic congestion during peak hours. The last digit
of license plate determines one day each week that vehicle's use is restricted
during 7-9:30 am & 4-7:30] help us here organizing and dispatching people.
That way, we all are assigned a day in which we can help with these logistics.
(Carlos, ICS driver, January 2018).
We have our own structure over here, so there is always one of us organizing
people at the stop. That helps a lot to let things flow (Santiago, ICS driver,
January 2018).
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Ownership and responsibility in ICS
Users
Four of the ten interviewed users talked about a self-empowerment mindset to
overcome heavy rain, flooding, occasional confrontations between drivers and users, pico
y placa, political protests, fallen trees, and other disruptions. Users talked about the need
and importance of taking ownership when dealing with disruptions and devising
solutions. According to Patricia (Patricia, ICS user), a member of the Comuna Alta
community, it is widely understood that when an issue arises in the community, it should
be addressed by community members:
We have to find ways to get along with each other if we want this to work, we all
know that, so whatever it is that promotes fights between us, we have to solve it
ourselves, and we have to do it soon (Patricia, ICS user, January 2018).
Luis from the Mirador community, shared his thoughts about the importance of
maintaining a self-empowerment mindset while dealing with service disruptions as well:
This is a community forgotten by many, including the government. We have come
up with a transport system that works. Nobody has given us anything here. And
although the politicians should come here and fix the situations that cause us
troubles and that do not let us work in peace, they are not here. So we have to fix
it by ourselves. If we don't do it, nobody will. That's the story of our life. We are
good at it, and we know how to do it. All we want is the police to leave us alone
and let us work in peace (Luis, ICS user, January 2018).
Drivers
Eight of the twelve drives talked about their self-empowerment mindset to
overcome disruptions to their daily routes. Drivers from both communities mentioned
that since they are responsible for making ICS work, they have to take the initiative to
devise solutions to overcome unexpected events that may arise. Carlos, an ICS driver,
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described his sense of commitment to address issues that could disrupt the service ICS
provides:
We have found our own ways to get organized over here. We get along well with
the community, we know them, they know us. We know that the kids get into
school at seven and that people need to arrive at the city to go to their jobs early
as well. And the community knows they can count on us as well. We don't have too
many issues around here really, but if something happens, we know we can fix it.
Nobody is helping us here; we have created this by ourselves, with our own effort.
And after all this work the police don't want to let us work. I don't understand why
they cannot leave us on peace. All we want is to be able to work, get to our jobs,
where is the harm to that? (Carlos, ICS driver, January 2018).
Adaptability dimensions
According to UN-HABITAT (2018), a system is adaptable when it diversifies its
services, functions and processes by establishing alternatives to absorb, adjust and evolve
in the face of changing circumstances. Findings indicate that ICS is adaptable because it
was able to modify its functions and processes to establish alternatives to absorb, adjust
and evolve in the face of changing circumstances due to natural and political disruptions.
As described by users and drivers, ICS modifies its functions and services when facing
disruptions by quickly adapting schedules, ICS stops, routes and numbers of cars
available.
Ability to quickly adapt schedules
Users
All ten interviewed users described how they adapt to changes in schedules when
their ICS is dealing with disruptions. According to users, since disruptions such as heavy
rain and flooding, pico y placa, and political protests usually delay the ICS system, users
accumulate in long waiting lines at the ICS stop. To overcome the delays occasioned by
long waiting lines, during days of heavy rain or pico y placa, users arrive at their stops
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earlier than normal. As reported by users, arriving earlier, on those days when they can
anticipate potential disruptions can reduce the lines and waiting time significantly.
Manuel, from Mirador community, explained that he learned to avoid long waiting lines
at the ICS stop by leaving his house 30 minutes earlier than normal on rainy days
(Manuel, ICS user, January 2018):
If it's raining, I make sure I leave my house early to avoid the lines and the
waiting. It makes such a difference. Most people leave around 5:30 am, so getting
to the stop at five or so help me access the cars that are usually not fully filled.
I've been using these cars for a while, so I know how this work (Luis, ICS user,
January 2018)

Drivers
Similarly to users, twelve of the twelve interviewed drivers discussed their ability
to adapt schedules quickly as a strategy to overcome heavy rain and flooding, pico y
placa, and political protests. As described by drivers, when they suspect or anticipate
disruptions, they share a message through their WhatsApp chat, and they start their first
ICS shifts earlier than usual. Although they cannot always anticipate disruptions, drivers
are always ready to leave half an hour earlier than usual if necessary. According to Diego
(Diego, ICS driver, January 2018), drivers have to be flexible and ready to adapt
schedules whenever a disturbance occurs in order to ensure passengers' effective
connectivity to the city.
We know that we have to adapt schedules and shifts when traffic is heavier, for
instance. During days of heavy traffic or pico y placa, I know I have to make it to
the community a little earlier than normal. Community members go to the stop
earlier as well because they know we won't be able to make more than one
morning shift that day (Daniel, ICS driver, January 2018).
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Ability to quickly adapt ICS stops
Users
Five of the ten interviewed users described how they adapted to changes in ICS
stops when routes got blocked due to heavy rain and flooding, fallen trees and political
protests. According to Juan from the Comuna Alta community, when these disturbances
occur, ICS cars cannot access the typical pick-up stop (Juan, ICS user). On those
occasions, the ICS on-duty driver waits for passengers at the usual pick-up stop and
directs them to the updated pick-up point. Drivers determine and update pick-up stops
based on the nearest accessible point, through mutual discussion via their WhatsApp chat.
As users walk to the new ICS stop, they spread the information they have within
the community throughout word of mouth. Once users get this information, they walk to
the new pick-up stop, which is generally one or two kilometers away from the usual stop.
ICS cars pick up users at the updated meeting point. According to users, being at the
agreed point as soon as possible is essential to not keep cars waiting for too long, and
keep ICS moving with minor delays. Rosita, an ICS user from Comuna Alta community,
shared her experience with such shifts in her interview:
We already know that if routes are inaccessible, we have to walk to the nearest
accessible point. It is usually not long, but it takes more time than expected.
Sometimes we walk one or even two kilometers. This is not too common, but it
happens every now and then (Rosita, ICS user, January 2018).
We had a giant tree that fell in the middle of the road during the night because of
the wind. We didn't know about it until a fellow [referring to an ICS driver] told
us that we needed to meet the cars down the hill. So we walked. We find our ways
(Patricia, ICS user, January 2018).

Drivers
Eight of the twelve interviewed drivers talked about their ability to adapt the
placement ICS stops as a way to counteract service disruptions occasioned by routes'
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blockages. For example, disruptions such as heavy rain and flooding, fallen trees, or
political protests can block roads and accessibility to the communities. To overcome this
issue, the first drivers that encounter disruptions share relevant information with other
drivers through their WhatsApp chat. They detail the route that is blocked, while also
suggesting the nearest accessible point to the communities, which becomes the updated
pick-up stop. On-duty drivers communicate those changes to users at ICS stops, and
direct them to the updated pick-up stop, which is generally between 1 and 2 kilometers
away from users' communities.
Similarly, Fabricio from the Comuna Alta community explained that when there
is too much traffic, or when drivers are running late, they drop passengers off a couple of
blocks away from the usual drop-off stop (Fabricio, ICS driver). Drivers also described
that they do not have "pre-established secondary ICS stops," but that they determine
changes in ICS pick-up and drop-off locations as conditions dictate. Oscar, ICS driver,
shared his experience regarding these changes in the following quote:
Those are little changes [refereeing to the adaptation of ICS stops] that we have
to make to adapt when we have to. People from the community are aware of these
changes when we have to make them, so they collaborate a lot with this as well
(Oscar, ICS driver, January 2018).
Ability to adapt routes quickly
Drivers
Ten of the twelve interviewed drivers reported that they are able to adapt routes
when usual ICS roads are blocked or inaccessible due to floods, fallen trees or political
protests. According to drivers, although this is not a common disruption, they had to
adapt routes on two occasions during the year prior the interview. In those occasions,
when drivers in the first shifts encounter routes that are not in good condition (slippery,
muddy, inaccessible), they share relevant information with other drivers through their
WhatsApp chat. This information includes details of the routes' conditions and/or
blockages, and details of the alternative routes those drivers will be taking. Once drivers
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arrive at ICS drop-off stops, they confirm through their chat the effectiveness of the
alternative route they took (Carlos, ICS driver, January 2018).
Although drivers do not have pre-established "Plan B routes," they are familiar
with the neighborhoods, and it is easy to decide good options as they drive. Drivers
follow instructions provided by the first driver unless someone else has a better
adaptation idea (which is not common), and reports another route change via chat.
Oswaldo and Eduardo, ICS drivers, shared their experience on this scenario:
This is not too common really [referring to drivers adapting routes to avoid
service disruptions], we only change routes when they are really inaccessible. If
that is the case, we take a different route. Sometimes I go through the Pisulí route,
it takes longer, but we know it well. Since we drop off passengers in the same
location, it is not a problem for them either (Fabian, ICS driver, January 2018).
We follow the routes that our fellows [referring to ICS drivers that first run into
disruptions] suggest. We cannot afford to discuss if there are better alternatives.
We don't have time for that. These changes have to be made fast. So we trust our
fellow's judgment (Alvaro, ICS driver, January 2018).
Ability to adapt the number of cars available quickly
Drivers
Twelve of the twelve drivers interviewed suggested that they are able to adapt the
number of cars available at ICS stops when needed. According to the drivers, there are
several reasons that require them to alter the number of cars available. For example,
depending on cars’ styles and conditions, not all drivers are able to access the
communities during or following heavy rains and flooding. Other restrictions that reduce
the usual number of cars that serve ICS are pico y placa, paving events, and political
protests (when drivers are trapped in the city due to traffic). In addition, in cases of
political protest or flooding, some users arrive at ICS stops at unusual times (typically
earlier), which could alter the usual demand for the ICS cars.
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On those occasions, in order to satisfy users' demands despite disruptions, drivers
are able temporarily to add additional drivers and cars to the ICS network. According to
drivers, they have a list of drivers, that previously signed up as last-minute drivers, who
are willing to provide service to the communities with very little notice. Santiago,
discussed their systems in his interview:
There are times when we arrive at the stop, and we find more people than usual,
so we have to call a couple of additional drivers to assist us with their cars. We
have a list of people and friends that are interested in making extra money every
now and then, so we are always adding people to that list. If somebody is not
available, some other will be. That's how we have managed this so far, and it has
turned out well (Santiago, ICS driver, January 2018).
Drivers interviewed mentioned that adding one or two additional cars during
times of heavy rain improves the flow of ICS users significantly. In addition, although
adding more cars is not always essential to overcome disruptions, drivers mentioned that
it is helpful and that they do it at least once a month.
2. What reasons do ICS drivers provide for seeking to circumvent disruptions?
Inclusiveness
As established by UN-HABITAT (2018), a system is inclusive when it focuses on
people by promoting comprehensive participation of all members in its governance
processes, especially those that need that involvement the most. Findings suggest that
ICS is an inclusive system because its drivers have a mutual collaborative culture that is
based on their willingness to promote a service to help and assist community members in
need, especially the most vulnerable ones such as children using the service to travel to
school.
Empathy and a mutual collaborative culture
Drivers
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All drivers interviewed from both Mirador and Comuna Alta shared two main
factors as their motivation to work as an ICS driver: income and a strong mutually
collaborative culture. All drivers mentioned that their motivation to be an ICS driver and
to contribute to the system’s successful functioning was to obtain an income to provide
for their families. According to Felipe (ICS driver, January 2018), ICS is usually a parttime job, since they try to have another job during the day to make more money. Overall,
eight of the 12 drivers mentioned that although ICS is their part-time job (they have other
part-time jobs during the day), it is their most reliable source of income. Antonio, an ICS
driver, shared his experience:
Well, you know.. The job market is not easy over here, and I have a family, I need
an income, so this is my job. I am always seeking other opportunities during the
day, but this is reliable, I know I can count on it. And I like it honestly. The police
inspections are a hassle, though, we cannot operate when they are around. And
without passengers, there is no money haha.. but even with those interruptions,
we have learned our way to make it work (Antonio, ICS driver, January 2018).
Although all ICS drivers mentioned income and salary as a motivation to seek to
circumvent disruptions, nine of twelve interviewed drivers talked about their willingness
to promote equity and help other members of the community, especially children and
single mothers, who are the most vulnerable ones. These findings show a strong mutual
collaborative culture as a core element of the community.
We all have to help. The situation in our communities is not easy. I didn't have a
car five years ago, so I remember how hard it was to access the city. We all help
each other here; if not, we would be lost. It is a nice community, I like it a lot, and
we get along really well (Daniel, ICS driver, January 2018)
We know that children start school at 7:00, or that single mothers need to send
their kids to school as early as possible to get everything ready for their part-time
jobs, or that elderly people have medical appointments they can not miss. So we
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always do our best to ensure that those who need it the most, make it to the city
safe and on time. We are like a big family. We all help each other. (Oscar, ICS
driver, January 2018)
Table 2 shows a summary of ICS' users and drivers' strategies, their application to
the different service disruptions they face, and their alignment with UN HABITAT's
characteristics of resilient systems in urban contexts: persistence, adaptability, and
inclusiveness.

TABLE 2: Drivers and users’ strategies to counteract different service disruptions
DISCUSSION
Unlike current descriptions of informal transportation systems (Cervero & Golub,
2007; Cervero, 2000; Golub et al., 2009; Raynor, 2014; Valenzuela Jr et al., 2005), this
research portrays Quito's ICS from an urban resilience perspective. Findings show that
ICS users and drivers constantly adopt eight different strategies to rebound and adapt to
natural and political disruptions. These strategies allow ICS to ensure service reliability
to users.
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The strategies reported by ICS users and drivers included a strong communication
network among users, neighbors, and drivers, ability to adapt schedules quickly, ability to
shift stops quickly, and ownership and shared responsibility for the system. In addition to
these strategies, ICS drivers included the ability to adapt the number of cars available
rapidly, ability to shift routes quickly, and a well-developed internal governance
structure. According to ICS users and drivers, applying these strategies require the use of
different types of technology, pre-established norms, trust, word of mouth and initiatives.
These findings suggest that despite ICS' informality, ICS users and drivers work
collaboratively and systematically to preserve their informal system. ICS drivers and
users collaborate to adopt eight strategies to rebound and adapt to disturbances
systematically. Users and drivers have experienced, and are aware of the impact that each
disruption can have on their transportation service. Therefore, they have learned to plan
to overcome the effects of those disruptions for their communities. These findings
suggests that ICS resilience capacity is intentional in these communities. It is the result of
the awareness, work and planning of the different stakeholders involved in the system.
Findings also suggest that based on ICS available tools, users and drivers are able
to adjust their different adaptation strategies to ensure all members within the network are
included. For instance, findings indicate that the ICS communication network has not one
vertically integrated dispatcher (one person and a radio) as commonly seen in traditional
transportation networks, but a more complex network of communication. ICS drivers
have overcome the fact that not everybody can afford a smartphone by designating
people to call individuals without smartphones in addition to those people who can be
contacted through WhatsApp. By that modality, drivers can keep informed of disruptions
in a timely way so they can make changes in route structures, schedules, and stops. These
findings indicate the level of sophistication that ICS employs to overcome natural and
political disruptions, which is evidence of resilience.
In addition, this research uncovers innovative adaptability strategies that are key
to ICS resilience capacity, but that are not commonly seen in traditional mobility
systems. For example, drivers showed empathy when they shared that one of their main
motivations to seek to circumvent disruptions is to help community members that need to
access the city. ICS drivers' empathy and a mutual collaborative culture for the inclusion
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of the most vulnerable ones is an essential feature that encourages drivers to keep the
system functioning at its best. This and other unconventional strategies are not commonly
seen/applied as tools to promote urban resilience in transportation systems. This evidence
suggests that given that achieving resilience in Latin American cities' transportation
networks is a regional priority, current governments should consider the exploration of
potential collaborations between a city’s ICSs and formal transportation networks. For
instance, a workshop with Quito's formal and informal drivers to promote discussions
regarding their transport practices and networking opportunities. These types of
interventions could result in inclusion and knowledge spillovers, which would holistically
benefit Quito's transportation network.
Finally, although ICS is informal, between the eight adaptation strategies ICS
users and drivers developed, they have made the ICS a persistent, adaptable, and
inclusive system that meets UN-Habitat (2018)’s definition for resilience. According to
UN-Habitat (2018) and Leichenko (2011), to build urban resilience, it is essential to
reduce the vulnerability cities have towards the potential impacts of catastrophes and
disruptions by creating systems that are persistent, adaptable and inclusive. This research
suggests that the ICS systems studied here contribute to Quito's urban resilience. Despite
past analysis that have portrayed ICS as a negative urban element, this research
contributes to ICS's existing definitions by arguing that this self-organized system
provides a valuable contribution to cities in terms of resilience.
Existing literature establishes that ICS fills the gaps that formal transportation
does not and that it offers services for the most vulnerable in society, but that it also has
several negative implications such as contributing to cities' pollution, congestion, labor
abuse and unsafe practices (Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000; Raynor, 2014;
World Bank, 2002). The empirical evidence presented in this study, however, expands
understanding of how ICS functions. ICS systems appear to be able to adapt and rebound
from disasters resilient towards natural and political disruptions. These findings suggest
that ICS contributes to cities’ urban resilience. This research demonstrates that there is a
lot to learn from how ICS systems function, and from the value they provide to cities.
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Limitations
This research is limited to the information provided by the ICS’ drivers and users
interviewed. Both drivers and users described the adaptation strategies they currently
apply. However, it could be that past ICS administrations implemented different
strategies or made use of different types of technologies (such as WhatsApp). To address
this concern, I asked participants to recollect the different strategies they have seen over
their entire experience with ICS, and not only the one from recent years.
CONCLUSIONS
In this research, I characterized ICS systems serving two vulnerable communities
using UN-HABITAT (2018)’s resiliency features about persistence, adaptability, and
inclusiveness. Findings show that ICS's users and drivers adopted eight different
strategies to rebound and adapt from natural and political disruptions. These strategies
allowed ICS to ensure service reliability to users. The most common disruptions ICS
faced included heavy rain and flooding, police inspections, occasional confrontations
among drivers and users, pico y placa, other disturbances (such as paving and fallen
trees), and political protests.
The strategies reported by ICS users and drivers to overcome these disruptions
consist of a combination of a strong communication network among ICS users,
neighbors, and drivers, ability to adapt schedules quickly, ability to adapt ICS stops
quickly, and shared ownership and responsibility of ICS. In addition, ICS drivers
reported being able to adapt the number of cars available rapidly, ability to shift routes
quickly and developed internal governance structure. ICS users and drivers work
systematically to preserve the functioning of their informal system.
In addition, unlike traditional transportation networks, findings indicate that ICS’s
resiliency features are innovative and inclusive of community members by incorporating
the different types of resources/technologies their different members need. These
characteristics, which are an indication of resilience, illustrate the level of sophistication
that ICS employs to overcome natural and political disruptions. Promoting networking
opportunities between Quito's formal and informal drivers may be an opportunity for
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knowledge exchange helping to build and sustain the resilience of Quito's resilience
within its transportation networks.
Although ICS is informal, and its adaptability strategies emerged as a
collaboration among its users and drivers, those groups have created a system that meets
UN-Habitat (2018) criteria for resilient urban systems: persistency, adaptability, and
inclusiveness. This research expands understanding of how ICS functions.
Current definitions indicate that ICS fills the gaps that formal transportation are
not, offers services for the most vulnerable ones, but that it has several negative
implications such as contribution to cities ‘pollution, congestion, unsafe practices and
labor abuse (Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero, 2000; Golub et al., 2009; Raynor, 2014;
Valenzuela Jr et al., 2005, 2005; World Bank, 2002). Unlike current definitions, this
research suggests ICS appears able to adapt and rebound from disasters resilient towards
natural and political disruptions, and therefore, contribute to Quito's urban resiliency.
To increase the generalizability of the findings presented in this study, and to
explore and identify other ways in which ICS functions and add value to cities, future
work is ongoing to explore how ICS functions in other contexts within the Latin America
and Caribbean region, and in other mountain cities. I plan to continue investigating the
impact and resilience of other informal practices in global urbanism, such as informal
public spaces, informal recycling, and emergent settlements. Exploring ICS' resilient
capacity is the first step to understand the value that self-organized systems provide to
cities and their urban resilience.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
This chapter presents the central findings and inferences presented in the three
articles included in this dissertation. It does so by highlighting the implications and
analysis for public policy, practice, and theory regarding informal transport systems. In
addition, this section offers recommendations for academics and practitioners to apply the
lessons learned from this study in Quito and similar cities within Latin American. Lastly,
this section suggests ideas for further research and work.
Implications
The findings presented in this dissertation have particular importance for policy,
practice, and theory regarding emergent ICS and transportation networks in cities located
in the Andean region in Latin America. Specifically, three main points are further
explained in the section below.
First, Quito’s ICS systems provide a necessary transportation link to connect
isolated peripheral dwellers with the city. ICS is currently filling a gap that public
transportation is not in both communities. Without access to ICS, community members
from the two analyzed case communities would remain isolated from Quito's services and
infrastructure. However, ICS fills a void at a high price. The cost of ICS transportation is
double the public transportation in the city, and those prices are paid by the most
vulnerable community members (fares for ICS are $0.50 while the fare of Quito's formal
transportation is $0.25). These findings have particular importance since they highlight
the need for the city to advance in topics of spatial justice and transportation equity.
Second, findings indicate that ICS is reliable, consistent, and that it provides a
valuable service to Quito's case communities. Both users and drivers describe their
experience with ICS as positive, valuable, and satisfactory. However, users also reported
areas in which the ICS system could improve as well. Those suggestions include an
increment of ICS capacity, implementation of speed limit regulations for increased
safety, and implementation of preferential fares for the elderly, children, and students.
These findings suggest that ICS has a high level of acceptance and service among the
communities it serves and that there is room for the program to expand. In addition, these
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findings indicate that most of the improvements ICS user suggestions to improve their
connectivity could be addressed with the support of the City municipality.
Third, findings suggest that despite its informal dimension, ICS is resilient in the
face of natural and political disruptions. ICS can maintain essential features and function
in terms of Jeon (2007)'s indicators of effectiveness and performance while counteracting
impacts from uncertain natural and political events. Disruptions lead to minor changes in
the consistency of availability and frequency of ICS. However, surprisingly, disruptions
do not lead to changes in ICS's reliability to reach the user's final destination. Results
indicate that ICS’ resilience capacity is the consequence of eight strategies that ICS users
and drivers developed collaboratively. These findings suggest ICS’s self-generative
capacity allows it to function successfully, even in the face of disruptions. Current
approaches to self-organized systems tend to employ standardized criteria and fail to
acknowledge the contextual conditions of these communities (A. Golub et al., 2009). The
findings presented in this research suggest that ICS self-generative capacity appears to be
essential for its development and functioning, and therefore should be taken into account
when such systems are evaluated.
Theoretical Contribution
The empirical evidence presented in this research addresses concerns that existing
literature regarding ICS has not addressed. The following section expands on how this
research contributes to deepening our understanding of emergent ICS.
Current literature focuses on traditional indicators of effectiveness and
performance. These include traffic counts, average traffic speeds, contribution to traffic
congestion, air and noise pollution, type of vehicles. They also highlighted the lack of
governmental regulation of ICS systems (Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007;
Cervero, 2000). Existing descriptions describe ICS as chaotic, problematic, inconsistent,
and unreliable among its users (Ardila-Gomez, 2012; Cervero & Golub, 2007; Cervero,
2000; Raynor, 2014). This research evaluates ICS's perceived effectiveness and
performance, from its users’ and drivers’ perspectives. By incorporating their points of
view, this research suggests that ICS is consistent and reliable. Despite ICS informality,
the systems examined here function under established norms and measures of
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effectiveness and performance (Jeon, 2007). Findings indicate that ICS operates similarly
to more formal transportation systems with fixed stops, schedules, routes, and fares.
Second, current literature evaluates ICS effectiveness and performance by
applying a perspective developed on the basis of standardized conditions (Ardila-Gomez,
2012; Cervero, 2000; Raynor, 2014). This research broadens that frame by describing
how the self-organized systems investigated functioned under their unique contextual
conditions during the service disruptions they confronted. By doing so, this research
indicates that ICS is often challenged by six types of disruptions (natural and political).
This research expands existing definitions of ICS by describing the six types of
disruptions ICS experience, and their effects for system effectiveness and performance,
according to Jeon (2009)'s indicators. Findings indicated that ICS was reliable and
consistent, even when disrupted.
In addition, these findings contribute to current literature regarding Quito's
transportation networks in general. Quito's transportation networks are occasionally
disrupted by floods and political protests (El Telégrafo, 2017; El Universo, 2017). These
findings demonstrate that there are other transportation networks in the city, such as ICS,
that are interrupted by those and four additional disruptions that have not been previously
recognized. Those additional concerns included confrontations among drivers and users,
pico y placa, and other disturbances such as car accidents, roads blocked by fallen trees,
and police inspections, which have significant effects on the system’s functions.
Third, this research expands the current understanding of ICS by examining it
through an urban resilience perspective. Findings indicate that ICS drivers and users
routinely collaborate to adopt eight strategies to maintain a consistent and reliable
service, which indicates resilience. In addition, this research highlighted the adaptability
strategies that are key for ICS’ resiliency, but that are not commonly seen in traditional
mobility systems. For example, ICS's empathy and a mutual collaborative culture to
provide connectivity to vulnerable community members is an essential motivation for
drivers to keep the system functioning at its best. This and other unconventional value
orientations are not commonly seen/applied as tools to promote urban resilience in
transportation systems.
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Findings indicate that ICS's characteristics are aligned with UN-HABITAT
(2018) definitions of resilient systems in urban contexts. As described by UN-HABITAT
(2018), Quito's ICS is persistent, adaptable, and inclusive. These findings suggest that
although ICS is informal, and its adaptability strategies emerged as a collaboration
between its users and drivers, ICS is currently contributing to Quito's urban resilience.
Existing definitions indicate that the positive features of ICS are the fact that it fills gaps
that public transportation is not addressing, and that it provides employment for lowskilled citizens (Ardila-Gomez, 2012; A. Golub et al., 2009). This research broadens
those definitions by stating that ICS can also add value to the cities it serves by
contributing to their resilience.
This study used Jeon’s (2007) indicators of transportation and the UN Habitat’s
(2018) elements of resilience to explore ICS but, in many ways ICS goes beyond these
indicators and elements. I identify and outline other relevant dimensions, outside of these
two analytical frameworks. In doing so, I provide additional, new theoretical questions
and notions to extend current methods to evaluate transportation systems. These notions
include the lack of transportation equity and spatial justice in the evaluation and
regulation of informal programs that serve communities that otherwise would remain
isolated, the importance of considering notions of resilience extends past Jeon’s (2007)
indicators of effectiveness and performance when evaluating regulation policy
interventions. Similarly the role of a community’s collaborative culture and ICS drivers’
altruism go beyond UN Habitat’s (2018) resilience framework to promote urban
resilience in transportation.
Recommendations
The research presented in this dissertation suggests specific actions to be taken
regarding policy, practice, theory and subsequent research. First, this study emphasizes
the need to articulate the ICS system into Quito's transportation network, and in to the
development of public policy more inclusively.
More specifically, this research suggests the need for exploring regulatory policy
options to provide ICS operatory legitimacy. Finding suggests that ICS is fulfilling a need
and providing an adequate service to articulate isolated Quito's peripheral communities to
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the city’s formal transportation structure. However, ICS is exposed to disruptions that
could be mitigated if the city formally regulated and legitimized the ICS system. Existing
approaches to regulation have promoted formalization of ICS systems under cities'
standardized principles and rules, dismissing communities' inputs. These have led to
unsuccessful results since communities have struggled to adapt to imposed norms (A. D.
Golub, 2003; King & Goldwyn, 2014). Therefore, on the contrary, this research suggests
that in order to regulate Quito's ICS, a two-way articulation, between the city
municipality and ICS communities, is more accurate. Although this research does not
address how most effectively to legitimate, this study does recommend that it should
consider inputs and resources from both informal and formal transport networks. This
type of articulation should be thought of as a hybrid system in which both a certain level
of informality is allowed, and certain directives are imposed. This research suggests that
a mutual agreement between the two existing transport systems is the way to articulate
the currently disconnected city, in an inclusive way.
In addition, this study suggests that when analyzing the path to ICS legitimation,
it is necessary to broaden our understanding of regulation. Findings suggest that ICS
should be regulated not only on the grounds of transport effectiveness and performance
but also in terms of its spatial and political contextual conditions, as well as its selfgenerative capacity. These interventions could help address the disconnection that
peripheral communities are experiencing, regulate fares, reduce corruption among police
inspections, promote broader accessibility and contribute to achieving spatial justice,
transportation equity, and social inclusion in the city.
Fourth, this research suggests that it is essential to find ways to articulate ICS
infrastructure into cities' transportation networks. Connecting ICS drop-off stops with
metro Quito's stops may be an option to alleviate the disconnection peripheral
communities suffer. Finally, given that achieving resiliency in Latin American cities'
transportation networks is a regional priority, current governments should consider the
exploration of potential collaborations between cities' ICSs and formal transportation
networks. These collaborations, which can start in the form of networking events between
formal and informal transport drivers, have the potential to raise awareness of the city's
reality, promote knowledge exchange, and strengthen the city's transportation networks.
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This study concludes by calling on all local and national governments, practitioners,
academics, and citizens to embrace the significance and potential of informal transport
systems (and other informal urban practices) for our cities and regions.
Future Work
Future work includes analyzing how Quito's ICS internal governance structure
works in terms of democracy and inclusiveness, and an exploration of alternatives,
including potential self-regulation, of Quito's ICS path to legitimacy. This research also
builds a foundation to explore the barriers that prevent policymakers in the urban context
from incorporating co-created community solutions into their cities' regulatory
frameworks. In addition, to increase the generalizability of the findings presented in this
study, and to explore and identify other ways in which ICS functions and adds value to
cities, future work will explore how ICS functions in other contexts within the Latin
America and Caribbean region. I also plan to continue investigating the impact and
resilience of other informal practices in global urbanism, such as informal public spaces,
informal recycling, and emergent settlements.
Statement of Reflection about Qualitative Research
When reflecting on the research process undertaken during this dissertation,
several reflections are pertinent to mention. It is important to recognize that I started this
project with prior assumptions, like any other researcher. In my case, I started this
research with assumptions regarding informal transport systems and the communities ICS
serves. I volunteered for about eight years with TECHO Ecuador in several peripheral
communities around the city of Quito (including Mirador). In that role, I helped to build
emergency houses for people living in extreme poverty. During these years, I was able to
see a part of Quito that I never had witnessed before, the extreme poverty that is usually
hidden at the periphery of the city.
This experience allowed me to interact with community members, to see their
daily struggles to fight poverty and their endless efforts to build their own way to get
inserted into the opportunities that Quito, "the foreign city," as they call it, offers. I was
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also able to observe the daily discrimination they suffer due to their racial and economic
disadvantage. I was also able to see how, while these communities struggle to survive,
both national and local governments have been, and still are largely indifferent to their
realities. These assumptions were useful to broaden my personal perspective and to
motivate my interest in pursuing this research. These assumptions contributed as well to
my bias about the potential positive implications for social inclusion of such program.
Therefore, when developing my methodology, I came up with a strategy to avoid the
influence of this bias. For this, I started to create awareness of the social setting I was
exposed to, and the social distance I needed to have with the cases under study.
During the data collection process, I made sure I identified myself with the
research I was working on, and I asked the community members to limit our
conversations to their experiences with ICS. Second, in order to make sure I was fair with
the data I collected, I wanted to incorporate the perspectives of different community
members. For this, I attempted heterogeneity in the sample by including people that have
been related to ICS for both little and long time.
In addition, I wanted to be mindful of the social and political context with which I
was dealing. I am aware that these communities have been historically used by different
political parties that offer projects in exchange for votes, and later disappear. To avoid
taking advantage of the vulnerability of the community members, I was mindful to
always start my interviews by clarifying that I am not in a position of making promises
and that my work will not result in the development of any type of project and/or benefit
for their families or communities.
Lastly, since the communities I worked with are living under very difficult
situations and unimaginable struggles, I wanted to avoid my potential physiological harm
due to the frustration of the injustice they go through. For this, I made sure my
conversations and interviews were limited to topics regarding my research questions and
avoided conversations regarding the interviewees' personal realities.
Once I finished the data collection process, I analyzed my data, and I realized
that I was able to overcome a bias that I was not aware I had. During the data collection
process, I approached the communities with the impression that due to the social and
economic vulnerability they live in, the inputs were going to be explained in very simple
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terms and from a simple perspective. After my interviews, I was shocked by the level of
articulation all of the interviewees demonstrated, of their awareness of their reality, and
of the complexity of the systems they had created. I ended up learning a lot more than
what I planned, unpacking issues I was not aware of, and with more questions than what I
intended. I am beyond grateful for all I have learned due to my interaction with Mirador
and Comuna Alta members.
Finally, I am also grateful for all the lessons I gained during this research process.
Coming from a quantitative background, learning that qualitative research is about
"opening boxes" was a challenge. Looking back, I am grateful for the guidance I got to
learn that research methods do not determine methodologies, but that research questions
are the ones that determine appropriate methods.
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Appendix A: Surveys

Appendix A: Surveys

RESILIENT CHARACTERISICS OF QUITO'S INFORMAL CAR-SHARE (ICS)

Quito’s ICS
capacity to
Quito’s ICS
continue to
strategies to functioning—mai
counteract
ntain system
impacts arising effectiveness—d
from service
espite
disruptions
circumstances of
service
disruption
RQ 1 RQ 2 RQ 3 RQ 4 RQ 5 RQ 6

To DRIVERS
1. In a typical day, what is it like to be a ICS driver? (ice-breaker question, as suggested by Creswell)
a. Do you reach your final destination?
b. How many passengers do you take?
c. How much do you charge your users?
d. Do you maintain your same route?
2. How does your typical experience of drving ICS differs when a flood occurs?
a. What are the service disruptions they cause?
b. How do you face/overcome them?
c. How do you first learn about the disruption?

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

d. When you see intense rain, do you ever anticipate that there may be a potential disruption on the service?
If so, how do you confirm about it? What actions do you take once you know about it?
e. Do you communicate with other drivers or users about the disruptions? Do you suggest or coordinate
specific actions?
f. Are there strategies that you have attempted but didn’t work? Why?
3. How does your typical experience of driving ICS differs when a political protest occurs?
a. What are the service disruptions they cause?
b. How do you face/overcome them?
c. How do you first learn about the disruption?
d. When you see intense rain, do you ever anticipate that there may be a potential disruption on the service?
If so, how do you confirm about it? What actions do you take once you know about it?
e. Do you communicate with other drivers or users about the disruptions? Do you suggest or coordinate
specific actions?
f. Are there strategies that you have attempted but didn’t work? Why?
4. Besides floods and political protests, what are some other causes of disruption? What impacts do they cause?
a. When they happened, what do you do?
5. (If drivers identify other disruptions, the same previous set of questions 2 and 3 will be asked)
6. What is your motivation to be a driver of this system?
Based on your last experiences when ICS suffer a service disruption,
7. When a service disruption occurs,

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

a. Do you typically reach your final destination? If so, does it change the travel time? If not, how far from
the normal destination do you reach?

x

b. Are there specific kind of disruptions that prevent you from reaching the final destination? Which ones?
What do you do when this happens?

x

c. Does it seem that the demand of ICS increases or decreases? (meaning: does it seem that more or fewer
passengers want to use ICS?). Does it depend on the type of external impact? For example?
d. If the demand increases: do you take more trips? Do you fit more people than normally in the car?

x
x

e. How do drivers accommodate for increases or reductions in the demand? Is there a way of
communicating among drivers?
f. When disruptions happened, do you increase the trip fare or does the fare remains the same? If the fare
increases, what is the increment? What factors affect the fare increment?

x
x

g. What is your motivation to continue providing rides when external factors interfere and disrupt the
service?
h. Is it important to you that people reach their destination in the expected time? Why?
i. Do you ever reduce the fare? When?
j. What else do you get out of being in ICS?
i. Is any of this as significant and rewarding as the obtained revenue?
k. When service disruptions happen, do you typically make more or less money?
8. What did you learn about that process? Is there something that you would maintain/change in the next time you have
to deal with similar cases?
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x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

RESILIENT CHARACTERISICS OF QUITO'S INFORMAL CAR-SHARE (ICS)

To USERS / PASSENGERS
As a frequent user of ICS,
1.
In a typical day, think about your experience getting rides with ICS (ice-breaker question, as
suggested by Creswell)
a. Do you reach your final destination?
b. How many passengers are there per car?
c.
How much do you pay for the service?
d.
Do ICS maintain the same route?
2.
How does your typical experience of using ICS differs when a flood occurs?
a.
What are the service disruptions it causes?
b.
How do you first learn about the service disruption? Can you anticipate to it when an
intense rain happens? If so, how and what do you do?
c.
Do you continue using ICS? Are there any changes in the ICS service? If so, how do
those changes affect you?
i. Do routes change?
ii. Do stops change? How do you learn about it?
iii. Do more or fewer people want to use ICS?
iv.
Are there more or fewer ICS units available?
v.
Any other consequences?
d.
Do you communicate with other users or drivers about the service alterations?
e.
Are there other strategies you do when this happens? (meaning: what else do you
do when this happens?)
3.
How does your typical experience of using ICS differs when a political protest occurs?
a.
What are the service disruptions it causes?
b.
How do you first learn about the service disruption? Can you anticipate to it when
you know a political protest happens? If so, how and what do you do?
c.
Do you continue using ICS? Are there any changes in the ICS service? If so, how do
those changes affect you?
i. Do routes change?
ii. Do stops change? How do you learn about it?
iii. Do more or fewer people want to use ICS?
iv.
Are there more or fewer ICS units available?
v.
Any other consequences?
d.
Do you communicate with other users or drivers about the service alterations?
e.
Are there other strategies you do when this happens? (meaning: what else do you
do when this happens?)
4.
Besides floods and political protests, what are some other causes of disruption you have
seen? What impacts do they cause?
a.
When they happened, what do you do?
5.
(If users identify other disruptions, the same previous set of questions will be asked)
6.
Does ICS ever stop working? If so, when?
a.
What do you do when this happens?
b.
How do you learn that this happened? When can you anticipate this happening?
Based on your last experiences when ICS suffer a service disruption,
7.
When a service disruption occurs,
a.
Do you typically reach your final destination? If so, does it change the travel time? If
not, how far from the normal destination do you reach?
b.
Are there specific kind of disruptions that prevent ICS from reaching your final
destination? Which ones? What do you do when this happens?
c.
Does it seem that more or fewer people request to use ICS? (meaning: are there
more people/passengers in the ICS stops?). Does it depend on the type of external
d.
When there is more people at a stop, do ICS fit more people than normally in the
e.
Do you feel that when external factors occur, ICS is able to accommodate to more
people wanting to use the rides?
f.
What do drivers do when there is more or fewer people at the stops? Do you
communicate to anyone? Do you know if they communicate this to other drivers?
g.
When disruptions happened, does the trip fare increases or remains the same?
h.
If the fare increases, what is the increment?
i.
Are there circumstances that ICS drivers will not charge a passenger for the ride?
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Quito’s ICS
capacity to
Quito’s ICS
continue to
strategies to
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disruptions
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of service
disruption
RQ 1 RQ 2 RQ 3 RQ 4 RQ 5 RQ 6
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Appendix B: Coding Protocol
Analytical procedures: Specific data à general patterns
1) Transcribe the audio recording of the interview
- Text should be divided into numerous paragraphs
- During the transcription process, I will pay attention to such issues as the participant’s
rate of speech, level of expressed emotion, tone of voice, and emphasized words, phrases,
or sentences
2) Read the entire transcript carefully at least twice
- Each reading will occur during an uninterrupted period of time (and the time between
individual readings will be at least one or two days)
- I will pay close attention to those aspects of the participant’s communication described
in the previous step, as well as repeated statements and the specific words that the
participant uses to express him- or herself
- during my first reading, I will simply allow myself to gain an overall sense of the
participant’s experiences ( “get a feel” for the data)
- during my second reading, I will consider transcript material that is relevant to the
research question
3) Excerpt relevant material from the transcript
- The unit of analysis to be used is a sentence
- Text that is relevant to the research question will be excerpted from the transcript
- I will use a line-by-line approach
- Each segment of text will be referred to as an excerpt
- An excerpt can consist of one or more sentences (or even one or more
paragraphs)
- I will excerpt material that is revealing of an aspect of the participant’s experience of
the phenomenon being investigated
- The excerpt will need to be relatively complete as far as the meaning that it
contains (I will avoid creating multiple excerpts when a single excerpt is needed to
preserve the participant’s meaning)
- To identify where an excerpt ends, I will be alert to a significant shift in
meaning in the participants’ communication
- I will avoid the impulse to excerpt all (or most) of the text in the transcript
- I will use underlining or highlighting to mark excerpts
4) Code each excerpt
- A code is a label (a series of words or a phrase) that captures the explicit and implicit
meaning contained in an excerpt.
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- I will scrutinize each excerpt and assign one or more codes to represent its explicit and
implicit meaning
- I will keep the original aim of the study in mind but remain open to unanticipated data
and patterns
- Insights often emerge as coding continues: I will view initial codes as tentative (codes
are often modified, new ones developed, and old ones discarded)
- As mentioned earlier, an excerpt may require more than one code
- I will constantly compare and contrast each code with other codes to identify its
distinctive properties (i.e., Is this code the same as, or different from, another code? How
is this code similar to, or different from, other codes?); this same process of constant
comparison also applies to category development.
- I will code each excerpt before proceeding to identify the next excerpt
- I will code all of the excerpts before moving to the next stage of the analysis (i.e.,
category development)
- I will not think about possible categories that are associated with the codes that I will be
developing: this will undermine/compromise the processes of coding and category
development
- I will keep in mind that I am not trying to develop the “right,” “best,” or “perfect”
coding scheme: what is right or best will differ with the analyst’s aims, and different
analysts may produce different excerpts or codes
5) Compare codes and cluster similar codes into categories
- a category is a series of words or a phrase that captures the meaning of a group of
codes; a category therefore captures meaning at a higher level of abstraction than does a
code
- I will not use the interview guide/interview questions to guide category development
- I will list codes in a word processing file and then reorganize them to develop categories
- Clusters of codes are given an initial label
- These initial categories are often revised, renamed, or combined with other categories
- I will keep in mind that a code can be clustered into more than one category
- I will make sure that the labels I develop for the categories are sufficiently detailed
- I will note that in a typical qualitative study, where data are collected from a number of
participants, the data for all of the participants are coded and categories are then
developed from all of the resulting codes.
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